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‘Orange Is
the New
Black’

1Entertainment: Everyone’s
talking about this new Netflix
series. See if you recognize the
stars of the show at chron.com/
orangeisnewblack

TUESDAY

Andre Edwin: Author will discuss
and sign “Fait Accompli,” 5-7
p.m., River Oaks Bookstore, 3270
Westheimer; 713 520-0061 or
riveroaksbookstore.com.

Jessica Brockmole: Author will
sign and discuss “Letters From
Skye,” 6:30 p.m., Murder By The
Book, 2342 Bissonnet; 713-524-
8597, or toll-free 888-424-2842 or
murderbooks.com.

WEDNESDAY

Ilona Andrews: Author will sign
and discuss the newest Kate Dan-
iels novel, “Magic Rises,” 6:30 p.m.,
Murder By the Book.

Gary Clark
and Kathy
Adams
Clark: The
Houston
Chronicle’s
Nature col-
umnist and
photogra-
pher, re-
spectively,
will discuss
and sign
“Enjoying
Big Bend
National

Park” and “Photographing Big Bend
National Park,” 7 p.m., Brazos Book-
store, 2421 Bissonnet; 713-523-0701
or brazosbookstore.com.

THURSDAY

Linda Fairstein: Author will sign
and discuss “Death Angel,” 6:30
p.m., Murder By The Book.

FRIDAY

Space City Con: Three-day event
offers authors, artists, sci-fi, fantasy,
comics, gaming, fan-group network-
ing, literature, writing workshops,
more. Hours: Noon-7 p.m. Fri., 10
a.m.-7 p.m. Sat. & Sun. Three-day
registration: $45; $35 students;
$18 ages 10-17; free 9 and younger.
One-day registration starts at $20.
Houston Marriott Westchase, 2900
Briarpark; spacecitycon.com.

Carolyn Adams: Poet will discuss
her works as part of the First Friday
Poetry Reading Series, 8:30 p.m.,
Inprint House, 1520 W. Main; for
more details, email Robert Clark
at houstonfirstfri@aol.com or
HPFest@aol.com.

SATURDAY

Dos Gatos Poetry: Texas poet
Anne McCrady will read from “Let-
ting Myself In” and Dos Gatos chief
editor Scott Wiggerman will lead
readings with contributors to the
haiku and haiga collection, “Lifting
the Sky,” 2 p.m., Brazos Bookstore,
2421 Bissonnet; 713-523-0701 or
brazosbookstore.com.

SUNDAY

Word Around Town Poetry Tour:
Weeklong poetry marathon runs in
seven venues, featuring new poets
Jenene Carter, Billie Hill, Sal Macias,
Blanca Alanis, Rain, Gerald Cedillo,
Chris Wise and others. All shows
8 p.m., with featured performers.
Sunday: Bohemeo’s Art House, 708
Telephone (Outspoken Bean). Aug.
5: Inprint Houston, 1520 W. Main
(Kathy Fay). Aug. 6: Boomstown
Heights, 242 W. 19th (Jasminne
Mendez); Aug. 7: Winston’s on
Washington, 5111 Washington (Joe
B); Aug. 8: Rudyard’s Pub, 2010
Waugh (Marcell Murphy); Aug. 9:
Talento Bilingue de Houston, 333
S. Jensen (Dee!Colonize); Aug. 10:
Khon’s Wine Darts Coffee Art, 2808
Milam (Zelene Suchilt). Informa-
tion: 713-444-0269.

Maggie Galehouse

BOOK EVENTS

Racism. Displacement. Trans-
Atlantic crossings. Relationships forged
— and undone— by war and politics.

These are shared threads among the
works of 11 acclaimed writers, appear-
ing in Houston as part of theMargarett
Root Brown Reading Series.

Inprint, the city’s leading literary
nonprofit, hosts the series, which
launches its 33rd season Aug. 26. It’s a
global guest list, with authors fromAf-
ghanistan, Pakistan, Nigeria, Peru, the
United States and elsewhere. Most have
lived onmore than one continent.

“So few places are homogeneous any-
more,” notes Marilyn Jones, Inprint’s

associate director. “This is what the
world looks like, and this is the world
writers want to talk about.”

The authorswill sit for candid,
onstage interviews after their readings,
which gives the audience a chance to see
what they’re really like. (Funny? Dour?
Guarded? Shy?) And perhapsmost in-
credibly, the price for individual tickets
— $5—hasn’t changed since 1980.

Among the big names this year is
Khaled Hosseini, appearing Sept.
23. Best known for “The Kite Runner,”
Hosseini will read from his third novel,
“And theMountains Echoed,” now
ranked No. 3 on the NewYork Times
best-seller list. It’s a sprawling, poi-
gnant story —Hosseini’s books make

everyone cry — that follows a young
Afghan boy separated from his sister.

Twomore heavy hitters: Pulitzer
Prize winners Jhumpa Lahiri on Oct.
13 and Elizabeth Strout, Feb. 24.

Lahiri won the Pulitzer in 2000 for
her debut story collection, “Interpreter
of Maladies.” Her first novel, “The

General admission
tickets
$5 general admission tickets are sold
in advance online and at the door; free
student and senior rush tickets are
available at the door if a reading isn’t
sold out. Readings begin at 7:30 p.m.;
doors open 6:45 p.m. Information:
inprinthouston.org.
More information on Page D3.

Series continues on D3

George Saunders

Heavy-hitting authors
BOOKISH

By Maggie Galehouse

Pulitzer Prize winners amongwriters
atMargarett Root Brown Reading Series

Robert Boswell

Daniel Alarcón

James McBride

Anne 
Carson

Khaled
Hosseini

Jhumpa
Lahiri

Colum 
McCann

Elizabeth 
Strout

Mohsin 
Hamid

Chimamanda
Adichie

Courtesy photosCourtesy photos

“I felt like I was waking up
from a very long dream,” said
Ja’nelWitt, the morning after
she was revealed as the winner
of Season 11 of “Hell’s Kitchen,”
the Fox reality cooking competi-
tion.

Witt spoke from Las Vegas,
where she, friends, family,
castmates and celebrity chef
Gordon Ramsay had gathered
to watch Thursday’s season
finale.

The prize for besting 19 other
chefs, including fellow finalist
Mary Poehnelt, is the head-chef
position at Gordon Ramsay Pub
& Grill at Caesar’s Palace. The
job comes with an annual salary

of $250,000.
“It was like winning for a sec-

ond time,”Witt said of Thurs-
day’s watch party, which was
held in the pub. “It was great
seeing Chef Ramsay again.”

Witt spent the spring and
summer in Houston, hosting
watch parties at clubs, plug-
ging “Hell’s Kitchen” on local
television and radio shows and
working periodically in the
kitchen at Kiran’s. And never
once did she even crack a smile
when quizzed about the series’
outcome.

“My poker face will serve
me well in Vegas,”Witt said,
laughing.

In Thursday’s finale,Witt

Houston woman wins
‘Hell’s Kitchen,’ ready
to take on Las Vegas

TELEVISION

By Syd Kearney

Chef continues on D2
Houston chef Ja’nel Witt, center, bested 26-year-old Mary Poehnelt to claim the win in Season 11 of
“Hell’s Kitchen,” the reality cooking competition that stars celebrity chef Gordon Ramsay, right.

Fox Broadcasting
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Namesake,” was made
into a film. In Houston,
she’ll read from “The
Lowland,” her forth-
coming novel about two
Indian brothers.

“Olive Kitteridge,” a
novel in 13 stories, earned
Strout her Pulitzer in
2009. She followed that
with “The Burgess Boys”
this spring, a book about
coming home. Brothers
Jim and Bob Burgess are
called back toMaine by
their sister, whose son
is involved in a racially
charged incident.

As in seasons past,
there are “weird lovely
echoes” between some
of the featured books,
says Rich Levy, Inprint’s
executive director.

Both “The Good Lord
Bird” by James McBride
(appearing Aug. 26)
and “TransAtlantic” by
ColumMcCann (Nov.
18) feature 19th-century
abolitionist and social
reformer Frederick Doug-
lass.

McBride’s satire fol-
lows a young boy who
joins John Brown’s
crusade against slavery.
To stay alive the boy must
pass — as a girl.

McCann’s novel fea-
tures three distinct story
arcs, one of which follows
Douglass on his 1845 tour
of Britain.

ForMcCann, an Irish
writer who won the
National Book Award
for “Let the GreatWorld
Spin,” appearing in Texas
is a bit of a homecoming.
Decades ago, he taught
wilderness survival in
Brenham and finished his
B.A. in English and his-
tory at the University of
Texas at Austin.

Race also plays a major
role in “Americanah,” by
Chimamanda Adichie, a
Nigerian-born writer who
now divides her time be-
tween the U.S. and Africa.
“Americanah” depicts Ni-
gerian lovers — a woman
who has made a life for
herself in the U.S. and
a manwho has become
wealthy in a democratic
Nigeria —whomust
decide if and how they’ll
be together.

“Her narrator talks
about race through the
eyes of an African living
in the U.S.,” Levy ex-
plains.

Adichie appears in
Houston withMcCann on
Nov. 18.

Local authors are part
of Inprint’s lineup each
year. On Aug. 26, novelist
and University of Hous-
ton professorRobert
Boswellwill read from
“Tumbledown,” his new
novel about a therapist
and some patients in
his program. A tantaliz-
ing passage from page 2
speaks to the title: “On
this particular day— the
day James Candler would
come unhinged— he was

up earlier than usual, his
morning beginning with
the smell of brownies
in the oven, a dripping
spatula in his mouth, and
an uncertain feeling in his
gut that he was about to
do something devastat-
ingly stupid.”

George Saunders,
master of the short story,
will appear Jan. 27. Saun-
ders writes howlingly
odd, funny satire with oc-
casional tender spots. He
earned national acclaim
and a place on best-seller
lists for his latest collec-
tion, “Tenth of Decem-
ber,” thanks in part to a
well-timed profile in the
NewYork TimesMaga-
zine. Saunders has long
been admired in literary
circles and long ignored
outside them.

OnMarch 24, Inprint
welcomes Peruvian-born
Daniel Alarcón, who’ll
read from his forthcom-
ing novel, “At NightWe
Walk in Circles,” and
Pakistan-bornMohsin
Hamid, who’ll read from
“How to Get Filthy Rich
in Rising Asia.”

Alarcón is also a
journalist and translator
who co-founded Radio
Ambulante, a storytelling
podcast in Spanish. His
new novel circles a man
cast in the lead role of a
play written by the leader
of a famous guerrilla
theater troupe.

Hamid has lived in La-
hore, London, NewYork
and California. His novel,
“The Reluctant Funda-
mentalist,” was short-
listed for theMan Booker
Prize andmade into a film
directed byMira Nair. His
new book, a fictional story
presented as a manual,
offers 12 steps to achieve

fantastic wealth in Asia.
The final author of the

season is poetAnne Car-
son, who’ll read April 28
from her recent collection,
“red doc>.”

According to Levy, Car-
son breaks all the rules.
Trained as a classicist, she
doesn’t write traditional
narrative poetry. Instead,
“she takes classical refer-
ences and brings them
into contemporary times,”
he says.

“G” is the main char-
acter of “red doc>,” short
for Geryon, a mythical
creature. Here is Carson
describing the landscape
“G” sees:

CROWSAS BIG as
barns/ rave overhead. Still/
driving north. Night is a/
slit all day is white./ Panels
of torn planet loom/ and
line up one behind the/ other
to the far edge of/ what eyes
can see.

Series from page D1

Series features authors
from across the globe

Margarett Root Brown Reading
Series 2013-14
Aug. 26: Robert Boswell and James McBride, Hobby Center
for the Performing Arts, 800 Bagby
Sept. 23: Khaled Hosseini, Wortham Theater Center, 501
Texas
Oct. 13: Jhumpa Lahiri, Wortham Theater Center
Nov. 18: Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie & Colum McCann, Alley
Theatre, 615 Texas
Jan. 27: George Saunders, Alley Theatre
Feb. 24: Elizabeth Strout, Wortham Theater Center
March 24: Daniel Alarcón and Mohsin Hamid, Stude Concert
Hall, Rice University
April 28: Anne Carson, Hobby Center for the Performing Arts

Season tickets
The Margarett Root Brown
Reading Series is named
for one of the founding
directors of the Brown
Foundation, the lead
underwriter. With $175
season tickets, available at
inprinthouston.org, ticket
holders receive:
» Reserved seating at each
venue
» Books signed first in the
book-signing line
» A signed copy of Jhumpa
Lahiri’s forthcoming novel,
“The Lowland”
» Two reserved-section
guest passes
» Free parking at the Alley
Theatre for two readings

maggie.galehouse@chron.
com

LOOKING BACK
1890:Artist Vincent

van Gogh, 37, died of a
self-inflicted gunshot
wound in Auvers-sur-
Oise, France.

1958: President Dwight
D. Eisenhower signed the
National Aeronautics and
Space Act, creating NASA.

1967:An accidental
rocket launch aboard the

supercarrier USS Forr-
estal in the Gulf of Tonkin
resulted in a fire and
explosions that killed 134
servicemen.

1981: Britain’s Prince
Charles married Lady
Diana Spencer at St. Paul’s
Cathedral in London.
(However, the couple
divorced in 1996.)

BIRTHDAYS
Former Sen. Elizabeth

H. Dole is 77. Documen-
tary makerKen Burns is
60. Style guruTim Gunn
(“Project Runway”) is 60.
Country singerMartina
McBride is 47. ActorWil
Wheaton is 41. Rhythm-
and-blues singerWanya
Morris (Boyz II Men) is
40. Actor Stephen Dorff
is 40. Actor Josh Radnor
is 39.

JOKES ON US
A lot of money is

tainted: ’Taint yours, and
’taint mine.

Two hats were hang-
ing on a rack in the hall-
way. One hat said to the
other, “You stay here. I’ll
go on a head.”

Max R. Hickerson

Send jokes to jokes@chron.
com



TOP OF THE NEWS
Nation | World
1 Mideast: Israel’s decision to
release 104 Palestinian prisoners
opens door to direct peace talks
after years of stalemates. A5
1Detroit: Cash-strapped city
looks to push some employees
out of city-run health coverage
into new insurance markets. A4

City & State
1 Spain train crash:
Clear Lake’s Myrta
Fariza dies from inju-
ries sustained in last
week’s tragedy. B1

Sports
1 Texans: With others hurt,
Ryan Harris impresses early
in camp at right tackle. C1
1 Astros: Another solid
outing by rookie Jarred Cosart
wasn’t enough this time. C1

Online
1 Chat with the mayor:
Chat with Mayor Annise
Parker at 12:30 p.m. Monday
in the Houston Politics blog.
Leave questions in advance at
chron.com/mayoralchat.

Business
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Star

Renowned
authors
in town
Annual reading series
brings Pulitzer-winning
writers to Houston. D1

1 TV: Local chef is Vegas-bound Local chef is Vegas-bound 
after “Hell’s Kitchen” win. D1D1

1 Power
hungry:
World energy
consumption
is expected to
rise more than
50 percent by
2040. B6
1 Startups:
San Anto-
nio student
has plans to
expand beer
yeast testing
company. B6
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Weather
Partly sunny, High 95, Low 76
Keep up with the latest weather
updates: chron.com/weathernow.

Houston’s Source
for Breaking News

Go to chron.com throughout the day for the latest stories,
photos and video from Houston’s No. 1 news site.

A decision by the Harris
County District Attorney’s Of-
fice to demand blood tests for
every drunken-driving suspect
who refuses breath tests has
drawn an unusual opponent:
Houston police officers.

“We’re just very concerned
it’s going to take officers off
the street for an extended
amount of time,” said Ray Hunt,
president of the Houston Police
Officers’ Union.

Hunt said that, unlike of-
ficers specially trained to find
and arrest drunken drivers,

most officers are not used to
navigating the system, which
includes swearing out a war-
rant, waiting for a judge to sign
it, then finding someone at a
hospital to draw the suspect’s
blood. A single arrest could
take an entire shift, he said.

“They’re not going to be as

savvy on how to do these war-
rants, so it’s going to take them
six to eight hours, and that
means the officer is off the street
for that entire time,” Hunt said.
“It’s a major issue.”

Houston defense lawyers
echoed that concern.

“Spending so much time, en-

ergy and money to prosecute a
Class A or Class B misdemeanor
is ridiculous,” said Todd Dupont,
president of the Harris County
Criminal Lawyer’s Association.

Prosecutors say the change,
which took effect in April, will
save time and money in the long
run because drunken-driving
cases are more likely to be re-

By Brian Rogers

Police skeptical of newDWIpolicy
Unionworries decision to demand blood tests will take officers off streets

No refusal continues on A7

Will BP’s
heavy
media
assault
backfire?

GULF OIL SPILL

BP’s unrelenting attacks
against how the Gulf oil spill
civil settlement it agreed to is
being handled aims to win over
the public, but the strategy risks
antagonizing a key constituent
who is following every word —
the federal judge overseeing the
case.

Legal experts
question the wis-
dom of BP’s biting
newspaper ads,
social media com-
mentary, television
interviews and
newspaper opinion
pieces at a time
when U.S. District
Judge Carl Barbier in New
Orleans is weighing whether
the British oil giant should face
billions of dollars in punitive
damages.

“It’s very dangerous liti-
gation-wise to engage in that
kind of hyperbole,” said Blaine
LeCesne, a law professor at Loy-
ola University in New Orleans
who has followed the case.

BP said in a statement that it
is simply informing its employ-
ees, shareholders and the gen-
eral public that while it remains
committed to paying legitimate
claims arising from the 2010
disaster, it shouldn’t have to

By Harry R. Weber

Judge continues on A6

Barbier

Every day, Andrea Downey
tries to minimize the stress,
anger, anxiety and fear that
can consume her patients and
their families, especially as they
prepare for death.

Even if they take their emo-
tions out on her.

“It’s never about me,” says
the nurse practitioner. “Even
if they’re mad at me, it’s never
personal.”

For the past 13 years, Downey,
51, has specialized in relief of the
symptoms, pain and stress seri-
ous illnesses cause. She recently

spoke about her job and its
emotional demands as part of
a panel discussion to help hos-
pital employees effectively and
compassionately communicate
with patients and families dur-
ing difficult circumstances.

Downey shared with more
than 100 colleagues that she is
working with a young mother
of two small children whose
life has been turned upside
down by her husband’s severely

For caregivers, hospital rounds
include candid talk of job stresses

MEDICINE

By Lora Hines

Karen Walters, left, a registered nurse, listens to Andrea Downey,
a nurse practitioner, last week during Schwartz Center Rounds at
Houston Methodist Hospital, where caregivers discuss job issues.

Johnny Hanson / Houston Chronicle

Rounds continues on A7

“It’s never about me,

even if they’re mad

at me, it’s never

personal.”

Andrea Downey, Houston Memorial
Hospital nurse practitioner

The motherless fawn peers
with luminous brown eyes from
behind a hay bale in a Montgom-
ery County barn.

Eventually, the skittish fawn
inches over to lick the out-
stretched hand of a volunteer
who has been bottle-feeding
the animal for weeks after a car

struck and killed its mother.
To date, residents have

brought a record 64 fawns — all
orphaned by car strikes — to
the Friends of Texas Wildlife in
Magnolia to be nurtured until
they can be released to survive on
their own. That represents more
than a 50 percent increase from
the number the center normally

Sandy Dehaini holds a raccoon at the Friends of Texas Wildlife, where rehabilitators are overrun with orphaned animals.
Karen Warren photos / Houston Chronicle

Injured screech owls sit on a perch in a
flight cage as they recover in Magnolia.

Success changes the landscape

WILDLIFE

By Cindy Horswell

Wildlife continues on A6

30 percentmore animals in rehab as
Montgomery County’s growth booms

Wild
faces of
change
1Gallery:
See more of
the Friends
of Wildlife
animals at
chron.com/
wildlife
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Heloise: A reader
wonders why the music
has to be so loud. D2
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Dustin, a sweet, under-
motivated, 23-year-old
— a boomerang kid— is
making himself at home in
the Chronicle comics pages
starting today.

The lead character in
the comic strip of the same
namemay be something of
a slacker, but he’s already a

hit with funnies fans across
the country. Since the
launch of the strip in Janu-
ary 2010, more than 320
newspapers have become
hooked on “Dustin.”

“I can’t tell you
how pleasedwe
are tomove into
the Chronicle,”
says Steve Kelley,
whowrites the strip
distributed by King
Features Syndicate.
“It’s great to see a news-
paper that is still devoting
a lot of time and attention

‘Dustin’ moves into the
Chronicle’s funny pages

COMICS

By Claudia Feldman

The cast of “Dustin”: Dustin, Megan,
Ed and Helen Kudlick

King
Features

Syndicate

“Dustin” continues on D3

New puzzle
1We’ve also added
Cryptoquip to our puzzle
page. See story Page D3.

Back in the day
— before he came
to Houston, before
he called himself
a writer — Rob-
ert Boswell was a
counselor.

“It was a tumultu-
ous time in my life,” says Boswell,
59, on the phone from the Bread
LoafWriters’ Conference in
Vermont, where he and his wife,
writer Antonya Nelson, are on
the faculty this summer. “I was a
counselor for two years in my 20s
in an odd kind of place near San
Diego.”

He evaluated clients, giving

tests and writing reports for other
counselors who’d be working
with the clients long term.

It was a job where the worst-
case scenario never really left the
room.

“When you’re dealing with
people who are seeing you
because they attempted suicide
or something of that nature, you
know you will eventually have a
client who can’t pull through,” he
says. “And when it happens, it’s
devastating.”

Boswell, who teaches creative
writing at the University of Hous-
ton, always knew he’d write about

Author, professor revisits
his past for latest book

BOOKISH

Antonya Nelson and Robert Boswell are on the faculty of the Bread LoafWriters’ Conference in Ripton, Vt., this summer. The mar-
ried couple are writers and professors who share the Cullen Chair in CreativeWriting at the University of Houston.

Edward Brown

Author
appearance
Robert Boswell will
appear with James
McBride at 7:30 p.m.
Aug. 26 at the Hobby
Center for the Perform-
ing Arts, 800 Bagby, as
part of Inprint’s Brown
Reading Series. Boswell
will read from “Tumble-
down” and McBride will
read from his new novel,
“The Good Lord Bird.”
$5. Information:
inprinthouston.org

MAGGIE
GALEHOUSE

‘Tumbledown’
By Robert Boswell
Greywolf Press,
448 pp., $26

Bookish continues on D4

All is
well at
Hunky
Dory

DINING

As of late last week, Down
House operator Chris Cusack
had nailed down a site and a
chipper name—Hunky Dory
— for the much-anticipated
restaurant he will open next fall
with Richard Knight, co-chef of
the late great Feast, along with
current DownHouse chef Benjy
Mason.

The 200-seat Hunky Dory will
be located at 1819 N. Shepherd,
occupying most of a block bound
byWest 18th and 19th streets and
Durham in the Heights.

For the first time, do-it-
yourself contractor Cusack will
be working with an architect:
Michael Hsu of Austin, who is
noted for his designs for Uchi
and Sushi Raku in Houston as
well as Uchiko, Sway and La
Condesa in Austin. The plans
for what Cusack is billing as
a neighborhood tavern and
whiskey bar include a substan-
tial outdoor component, with
86 picnic-style courtyard seats

around an 85-year-old oak tree,
88 in an indoor dining room and
another 44 in the bar area.

The look will be clean and
contemporary, with glass-win-
dowwalls under wood-trimmed
gables that give a nod to the Vic-
torian architecture that persists
in the Heights. From the dining
room a huge steel-framed win-
dowwill lift out and up to the
outdoors, bisecting a long table
that’s half outside and half in.

Knight can barely contain his
excitement about the restau-
rant’s focal point: “a very big,
sexy wood-burning grill.” He’s
talking about installing a crank
systemwith spits to cook some
of the brawnymeat dishes for
which he was celebrated at Feast.
He andMason, who cooked with
him at Feast for a spell, have
been brainstorming onmenu
ideas that convey the nonfancy
hangout feel for which they’re all
aiming. They’re talking wood-
baked oysters withManchego
cheese and ham, grilled mussels
with curry butter, a tongue-and-
mustard sandwich.

Some of the British touches
and archival dishes Feast was
noted for are in the mix, too, like
a mock turtle soup or a pork
hock and parsley terrine with
piccalilli. And down at the end of
their menu draft lurks some-
thing called a “man steak”: either

By Alison Cook

Hunky Dory continues on D2

It’s a coup for the

Heights area, which as

little as four years ago

was considered by its

residents to be woeful-

ly underserved by the

restaurant industry.
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that piece of his life.
“Tumbledown,” his

12th book, was released
this month by Greywolf
Press. Amoving and of-
ten darkly hilarious medi-
tation on sanity, it follows
“an interesting bunch of
misfits” — the counselors
and clients at a California
treatment facility called
Onyx Springs.

James Candler, a
33-year-old therapist at
the center, is on track for
a promotion, but he’s not
a therapist who leads by
example. He cheats on his
fiancée, drives a dumb,
expensive car he can’t
afford and so on. Over the
course of a fewweeks, his
life veers off course.

The lives of Candler’s
clients have already
veered off course — some
temporarily, some ir-
revocably. Mick is a bright
schizophrenic who falls
for Karly, a hottie with an
IQ of 65. Vex lives in an
attic and pours his toxic,
violent tendencies into
fixing things. Alonso,
a manic masturbator,
repeats the same phrase:
“Not no but hell no.”
There are others.

The characters in the
novel come with their
own creation stories —
formative, no-turning-
back incidents that shook
and altered their lives in
“this tumbledownworld.”

Q: Your novel looks
at some painful sce-
narios: a big brother’s

sudden and permanent
and inexplicable disap-
pearance; a son’s baf-
fling descent onto mad-
ness; a husband who
one day cannot lift his
coffee cup; a mishap in
a neighbor’s pool that
leaves a child’s ability
to function in the world
forever diminished;
and more. There are
strains of Ken Kesey’s
“One Flew Over the
Cuckoo’s Nest” here,
but wouldn’t you say
“Tumbledown” bor-
rows also from an
earlier era, one with an
appetite for big books
and a large cast?

A: This is a book that
had to be about a lot of
characters. I wanted to
write about when I was
a counselor and include
the clients’ points of view.
It’s also true I love those
big novels. George Eliot.
Tolstoy. “Anna Karenina”
is maybe my favorite
novel. But it seems like in
the here and now there is
a contemporary resis-
tance to that kind of story.
I wanted to find some way
to embrace the big novel
while acknowledging
that these days we have
trouble buying into omni-
scient narrators.

Q: Did the point of
view grow organically
from the content?

A:When I was a coun-
selor, I’d evaluate clients.
I’d give them all these
tests, and then I’d write
up reports. Sometimes
the tests and reports were

viewed as if they were
omniscient, as if after a
fewweeks I knew every-
thing there was to know.
The tests were good, but
not foolproof. So I came
to think of my reports as
forms of unreliable omni-
science. “Tumbledown”
tookme 10 years to write.
Eight years in, I decided
to make unreliable omni-
science the point of view
of the book.

Q: Candler puts Billy
Atlas, his oldest and
best friend, in charge
of his signature “shel-
tered workshop,” an
assembly line where
Mick, Karly and other
clients work against the
clock, packaging panty-
hose in boxes that look
like tarantulas. Billy
has a jangly Curious
George quality — he’s
an endearingly predict-
able and unpredictable
screw-up.Where did he
come from?

A:He’s based on a
friend I grew upwith. He
was one of the hardest
characters to let go at the
end because I liked being
with him. I ultimately
came to think that his hu-
manity shows through in
maybe the most surpris-
ing ways. A novel is such
an ordeal and especially
this novel, with so many
points of view.When you
happen upon a character
who entertains you and
keeps the narrative lively,
it feels like such a gift.

Q:What’s at stake

in the book?What’s
the big assumption
teetering under your
story?

A: There are people
who believe that there is
such a thing as normality.
For some of them it’s a
state of being they take
for granted. For others,
it’s an aspirational state,
a thing they wish to
achieve.When I was
a counselor, one of the
things I would think
about a lot is, if you’re
dealing with someone
who has a mental or
psychological problem,
there is this explicit or
implicit desire to become
more normal. So you’re
always questioning, what
does that mean?

Q: “Tumbledown”
has a lot of language

play.Candler col-
lects phrases from his
clients. (“I know your
name, I just don’t know
the word for it.”) Mick
free associates when
he’s off his meds. (“It’s
just this wrinkling in
the words going from
here to ’ternity in their
cable cars...”) Even
the simple Karly has
her moments. (“Once
pond a time ... ”) Is this
always a part of your
work?

A:When I was a kid,
mymaternal grand-
mother came downwith
a disease something like
ALS. By the time I knew
her, she could no longer
walk. She could speak
but didn’t make sense to
anyone except her daugh-
ters. It seemedmagical
to me. It seemed like the
women in the family
had a secret language,
and I believe that’s why I
became so fascinated with
odd language. It shows up
in many of my novels and
stories. I have a great time
writing sentences one can
understand even though
they don’t make sense. It’s
one of my obsessions.

Q: You take a formal
risk near the ending of
“Tumbledown.” Still
happy you did it?

A:Ultimately, I really
had to stick my neck out.
I had to try and see if it
would work. I wasn’t
really happy until I came
up with that ending.

Q: You share the

Cullen Chair in
CreativeWriting at UH
with your wife. How
does that work?

A: It sounds like
we’re sitting on the same
crowded cushion, but it’s
great for all kinds of rea-
sons. One is that we have
wonderful colleagues.We
all get along and respect
each other’s work, which
is very rare.We also have
a great director, J. Kastely,
and amazing students.
The “chair” Toni and I
share just means we each
teach two classes over the
course of the year.

Q: You write novels,
nonfiction and short
stories, including, most
recently, “The Heyday
of the Insensitive
Bastards” and “The
Half-KnownWorld: On
Writing Fiction.” Have
you always wanted to
be a writer?

A:Yes. I was raised in
a hardworking family. My
parents grew up during
the Great Depression.
They encouraged me to
write but also believed I
should find some way to
make a living. So I got a
grad degree in counseling
and got a good job in San
Diego. … But when you’re
evaluating people and
trying to decide how they
should spend their lives
you can’t help but think
about your own life. I
counseled myself right
out of that job.

Bookish: Therapist, his patients center of ‘Tumbledown’
Bookish from page D1

maggie.galehouse@chron.
com

Author Robert Boswell
shares with his wife the
Cullen Chair in creative
writing at the University
of Houston.

Courtesy photo

FICTION

1. The Cuckoo’s Calling: By
Robert Galbraith. Detective
Cormoran Strike investigates
a supermodel’s suicide; by
J.K. Rowling, writing pseud-
onymously.

2. Inferno: By Dan Brown.
Robert Langdon must decipher a series of codes
created by a Dante-loving scientist.

3. And the Mountains Echoed: By Khaled Hos-
seini. Family saga centers on a brother and sister
born in Afghanistan.

4. The English Girl: By Daniel Silva. An art
restorer and occasional spy steps in to help the
British prime minister, whose lover has been
kidnapped.

5. Gone Girl: By Gillian Flynn. A woman disap-
pears on her fifth anniversary; is her husband a
killer?

6. The Ocean at the End of the Lane: By Neil
Gaiman. A man recalls his lonely boyhood and
his friendship with a remarkable girl.

7. The Highway: By C.J. Box. The former investi-
gator Cody Hoyt searches for two teenage girls.

8. Hidden Order: By Brad Thor. Cunterterror-
ism operative Scot Harvath uncovers a plot with
roots in the 18th century.

9. First Sight: By Danielle Steel. A talented
American designer falls in love with a French
doctor.

10. Light of the World: By James Lee Burke.
A savage killer follows the detective Dave Ro-
bicheaux and his family to a Montana ranch.

NONFICTION

1. Zealot: By Reza Aslan.
A biography of Jesus of
Nazareth puts him in the
context of his times.

2. This Town: By Mark
Leibovich. An examination
of Washington’s “media-
industrial complex.”

3. Lean In: By Sheryl Sandberg with Nell
Scovell. Facebook COO urges women to
pursue their careers without ambivalence.

4. Happy, Happy, Happy: By Phil Robertson
with Mark Schlabach. The Duck Commander
pays tribute to “faith, family and ducks.”

5. Unbroken: By Laura Hillenbrand. An
Olympic runner’s story of survival as a prisoner
of the Japanese in World War II.

6. Let’s Explore Diabetes With Owls: By
David Sedaris. Essays from the humorist.

7. A Street Cat Named Bob: By James Bowen.
A London busker befriends an injured cat.

8. Shirley Jones: By Shirley Jones with
Wendy Leigh. Autobiography by the singer and
actress.

9. Dad Is Fat: By Jim Gaffigan. A comedian’s
account of life with five kids in a New York City
apartment.

10. The Duck Commander Family: By Willie
and Korie Robertson with Mark Schlabach.
Behind the scenes at the A&E show “Duck
Dynasty.”

New York Times

BEST-SELLERS

Cormoran Strike investigates 

Robert Langdon must decipher a series of codes 

BEST-SELLERS

MONDAY

Nishta Mehra: Author will read and sign “The
Pomegranate King: Essays,” 7 p.m., Mongoose
Versus Cobra, 1011 McGowen; 713-650-6872 or
mongooseversuscobra.com.

TUESDAY

Gregg Hurwitz: Author will sign and discuss
“Tell No Lies,” 6:30 p.m., Murder By The Book,
2342 Bissonnet; 713-524-8597, or toll free 888-
424-2842 or murderbooks.com.

WEDNESDAY

Carol O’Connell: Author will sign and discuss
“It Happens in the Dark,” 6:30 p.m., Murder By
The Book.

THURSDAY

Frederick Forsyth: Author will
sign and discuss “The Kill List,”
6:30 p.m., Murder By The Book.

Chris Cander: Author
will discuss and sign new
collection, “11 Stories,” 7
p.m., Brazos Bookstore, 2421
Bissonnet; 713-523-0701 or
brazosbookstore.com.

FRIDAY

Monette Chilson: Author will discuss and
sign “Sophia Rising: Awakening Your Sacred
Wisdom Through Yoga,” 7 p.m., Brazos
Bookstore.

SATURDAY

The Casserole Queens: Crystal Cook and

Sandy Pollock will discuss and sign “The
Casserole Queens Make-A-Meal Cookbook,” 2
p.m., Blue Willow Bookshop, 14532 Memorial;
281-497-8675 or bluewillowbookshop.com.

Sarah Cortez: Poet will discuss and sign her
new collection, “Cold Blue Steel,” 2-4 p.m., River
Oaks Bookstore, 3270 Westheimer; 713 520-
0061 or riveroaksbookstore.com.

Mark Gimenez: Author will sign and discuss
“Con Law,” 4:30 p.m., Murder By The Book.

Maggie Galehouse

BOOK EVENTS

Forsyth

Texas topics
1Check out these titles: A
new series of books about our
state, The Texas Bookshelf,

launches in 2017. Maggie Galehouse
explains who’s behind the ambitious
project. chron.com/bookshelf

Years ago, therewas a
“Monty Python” sketch
about theworld’s funniest
joke devised by the Brit-
ish inWorldWar II. The
jokewas so hilarious that
it caused everyonewho
heard it to die laughing;
when translated into Ger-
man and read to opposing
troops, it proved a devas-
tatingweapon. In a sense,
“Lexicon” is a book-length
version of that sketch, done
in earnest as a thriller.

The premise ofMax Bar-
ry’s novel is that a secret
society of poets has refined
a language system that can
compel another human
being to dowhatever the
societywishes. One of the
book’s two plot threads
follows a youngwoman
named Emilywhomakes
a living by running games
of three-cardmonte on the
street in San Francisco. She
has been talent-spotted by
the poets for her nascent
ability to influence oth-
ers, and so she is spirited
away to the society’s closed

school in Virginia.
In the course of her edu-

cation there, she learns that
humans fall into several
personality “segments”
and that the language used
on themmust depend on
this. She also discovers
that full-fledged society
members adopt the names
of real poets, such as Plath
andYeats. Barry has some
sarcastic funwith this:
Eliot, in particular, is about
as unlike the real T.S. Eliot
as it’s possible to imagine.

The novel’s other thread
follows a youngman
namedWil, who awakes on
the first pagewith a needle
in his eyeball and twomen
threatening him. It’s clear
that he has some connec-
tion to the poets and their
work.

These two threads con-
verge on a devastating en-
vironmental disaster in the
Australianmining town of
BrokenHill. Behind that
calamity lurks a larger is-
sue— a schism in the poets’
ranks. The reader has a
lot of figuring out to do,
particularly concerning the

relationship betweenWil’s
and Emily’s stories.

Once you accept the
premise of “Lexicon”—
that prefacing an order
withwords like “Vartix
velkormannikwissick”
makes it impossible to
resist— this is an ex-
tremely slick and readable
thriller. The early sections
of the book about the
poets’ school are strongly

reminiscent of any num-
ber of similar enclaves,
from the Xavier Institute
toHogwarts to Brakebills
in Lev Grossman’s “The
Magicians.” But once Emily
leaves school, she’s thrown
into the knots of Barry’s
conspiracy plotting.

The conspiracy thriller
is, of course, a common
genre these days. Barry’s
particular addition to
the genre is a corrosive
wit. The satirical impulse

that Barry showed in
earlier books like “Jen-
nifer Government” (2003)
is also present here. He
draws analogies between
the control exercised over
humans by his fictional
poets and the very real
ways that advertisers influ-
ence us. As one character
says: “Persuasion stems
from understanding.We
compel others by learning
who they are and turning it
against them. All this, the

chasing, themenwith guns
... these are details.”

There are several dif-
ferent genres and tones
jostling for prominence
within “Lexicon”: a con-
spiracy thriller, an almost
abstract debate about what
language can do and an
ironic questioning of some
of the things it’s currently
used for. The sheer noise
of the thriller plot and its
inevitable violence end up
drowning out some of the
other arguments Barry is
making.

But at several points,
he returns to one central
notion:What the poets do
is to coerce people against
their will. This kind of co-
ercion is an unethical use of
power, and power corrupts.
Surprisingly, for all its
chases and guns, “Lexicon”
might best be thought of as
amoral novel.

Graham Sleight, managing
editor of “The Encyclopedia
of Science Fiction,”
wrote this review for the
Washington Post Book
World.

‘Lexicon’ mixes poets, guns with viable result
BOOKS

By Graham Sleight

‘Lexicon’
By Max Barry
The Penguin Press, 390
pp., $26.95

Max Barry’s “Lexicon” is a conspiracy thriller with
the addition of corrosive wit.

Jennifer Barry
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In all three of his best-
selling novels, Khaled
Hosseini brings readers
to an Afghanistan few
Westerners have seen
with their own eyes.

The Afghanistan of
“And theMountains
Echoed,” “A Thousand
Splendid Suns” and “The
Kite Runner” is a place
of extreme poverty and
extreme wealth; a place
where lives are lost to
childbirth and cold; a
place of violence and po-
litical oppression. At the
same time it is a place like
any other, rich in culture
and tradition, beloved
home to those who live
there and beloved home-
land to those who fled.

Born in Kabul in 1965,
Hosseini left Afghanistan
with his family at age 11
and landed in California,
where he attended high
school, medical school
and practiced medicine
from 1996 to 2004. He
spoke to the Chronicle by
phone from his home in
Northern California.

Q: “And the
Mountains Echoed,”
released in May,
contains multitudes.
It is anchored by the
separation of Abdullah,
10, from his beloved
3-year-old sister, Pari,
in 1952. Their father,
a poor laborer named
Saboor, sells Pari to
a wealthy woman in
Kabul who cannot
have her own children,
thereby providing for
the rest of his family
and giving Pari a better
chance in the world.
From this painful
act, the plot unfolds
across several decades,

countries and points of
view. Did you set out to
write such a big story?

A: It wasn’t until
halfway through the
writing that I began
to realize the size and
number of voices and
perspectives and the
large span of time I
was covering. But I
just focused on one
person, one voice and
finding the connective
tissue.What intrigued
me was the notion that
our first impression
of a character is rarely
correct or complete.We
meet the characters a
number of times, and
each time wemeet
them, we are granted a
different view. I think the
stepmother, Parwana,
is a good example.We

first meet her as a distant
stepmother. But when
we’re given a chance to see
more of her, we learn that
she lived in the shadow
of a beautiful sister. That
she was neglected. That
she had her own hopes
and dreams. That there is
a person inside her — not
an archetype.

Q: The book begins
with a fable about a
father who must forfeit
one of his children
to a monster to spare
the death of other
children in his village.
Saboor tells the story
to his children before
they know they will be
separated.Why start
with the fable?

A: The fable sets up the
whole novel andmany of

the themes andmotifs:
the theme of family, of los-
ing someone you love, of
self-sacrifice for a greater
good. I see it as a peek
into Saboor’s mind. How
he views the thing he’s
about to do and whether
it’s a concession.

Q:Was this book
born, in part, from an
impulse to tidy up or
make sense of things
individuals can’t
control — such as war
or death?

A:Quite the contrary. I
was very interested in this
book in looking at how
messy people are and how
unpredictable they are,
how often they surprise
and startle themselves
with their own behavior.
Virtually none of these
characters commits the
acts they do in full ac-
knowledgement of doing
bad things. Nomatter
howwewince at their de-
cisions, there’s something
in themwe recognize as
human. Even the warlord
who is a thug and a crimi-
nal believes that he serves
a greater good.

Q: How are your
novels received in
Afghanistan?

A:Urban youth are
becoming increasingly
media and tech savvy,
and among them, I think
there’s a significant
awareness of my books.
My first book (“The
Kite Runner”) was quite
divisive in Afghanistan
because of the tension it
described among differ-
ent ethnic groups. If you
have lived outside your
homeland for three-plus
decades and decide to
write a book about it,
people who live there are

going to have an opinion
about who you are and
what you write.

Q:Why did you
start your nonprofit,
the Khaled Hosseini
Foundation?

A: I’ve been to Kabul
several times with the
U.N.’s refugee agency,
and I began the founda-
tion because of all the
things I saw. I saw people
returning to Afghanistan
from Pakistan and other
countries after the Tali-
ban without food, water,
schools. The foundation
attempts to address some
of these things.

Q: You are 48.
“And the Mountains
Echoed” strikes me as
the work of a writer
in middle age, looking
back to youth, perhaps
consumed in the

present with the care
of both children and
parents, and looking
ahead to the end of life.
Would you agree?

A:Well, I write about
things that feel urgent and
immediate and important
to me. And yes, I don’t
know that I would have
written this book 10 or 12
years ago. I lost my dad in
2009. I helped nurse him
for two years andwatched
his decline. I’ve had fam-
ily members who have
become incapacitated,
and I’ve begun to see the
toll time takes.

Q: Do you ever feel
burdened by the fact
that, for many readers,
you are the voice of
Afghanistan — an
educator?

A: It is complicated.
I have no intention of
educating anyone. My
job is to write as truth-
ful and authentic and
moving a book as I can.
That said, I have always
been very pleased that my
books introduced people
to Afghanistan from a
different perspective and
did challenge the stereo-
typical depictions of life
there.When I get letters
in that vein, I feel like this
has been a worthwhile
thing. But if you take on
that mantle and begin to
see yourself as a voice for
a country, that inevitably
will seep into your writ-
ing andmake it agenda-
driven because then you
have to write from that
perspective. And I may
very well write a num-
ber of other books that
have nothing to do with
Afghanistan.

Authormakes distant land quite familiar
BOOKS

ByMaggie Galehouse

maggie.galehouse@chron.
com

Author
appearance

Khaled Hosseini will read
from “And the Mountains

Echoed,” 7:30 p.m.,
Wortham Theater Center,
501 Texas. Ticket are sold

out. Inprint’s Brown Reading
Series; inprinthouston.org

or 713-521-2026.

Khaled Hosseini
Courtesy photo
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Celebrity
baby photos
1Say cheese!: Beyoncé,

Hilary Duff, Jim Parsons and more
share their favorite pics at chron.com/
CelebBabyPics

BOOKISH

DanielWoodrell’s stories are
set in small townswhere old hab-
its die hard, grudges are coddled
and povertywon’t stop knocking
on the door.

His characters have been
known to drink, get arrested,
hunt, be hunted, growmarijuana,
get kicked out and found out.
Sadness andmissed connections
abound.

There are
brightmoments,
sure. “Give Us a
Kiss: A Country
Noir” (1996) is a
rollicking bit of
comic genius—
thoughWoodrell

had the subtitle removed from
later editionswhen it threatened

Daniel Woodrell’s stories hit home

Bookish continues on D2
Daniel Woodrell also wrote “Winter’s Bone,”
which was made into a film.

AFP / GettyImages

Author appearance
Daniel Woodrell will appear
with Haitian author Edwidge
Danticat as part of Inprint’s
Brown Reading Series, 7:30
p.m. Oct. 13, Wortham Theater
Center, 501 Texas. Doors open
at 6:45 p.m. $5; inprinthouston.
org. (Woodrell and Danticat
replace Jhumpa Lahiri, who
canceled.)

MAGGIE
GALEHOUSE

Author appearance
Daniel Woodrell will appear 
with Haitian author Edwidge 
Danticat as part of Inprint’s 
Brown Reading Series, 7:30 
p.m. Oct. 13, Wortham Theater 
Center, 501 Texas. Doors open 
at 6:45 p.m. $5; inprinthouston.
org. (Woodrell and Danticat 
replace Jhumpa Lahiri, who 
canceled.)

The extravagantly
outlandish costumes that
parade through “Priscilla
Queen of the Desert” may
not be the stars of the show,
but they sure are the scene
stealers.

The stage musical, whose
tour opens Tuesday at Hob-
by Center, is based on the
1994 Australian film about
three flamboyant friends —
two drag artistes and one
transsexual — adventuring
through the outback in a bat-
tered bus. Tim Chappel and
Lizzy Gardiner created the
costumes for both the film
and the musical, winning an
Oscar and a Tony for their
flashy, splashy and frequent-
ly wacky designs that reflect
the lead characters’ outra-
geous inventiveness and
in-your-face style.

The costumes, like the
characters, are unabashedly
out-of-the-closet — but this
closet must be the size of the
Vatican. The show features
almost 500 costumes for
its cast of 23, with each of
the leads going through 20
costume changes.

This gang’s get-ups make

THEATER

By Everett Evans

Dressing the cast of “Priscilla Queen of the Desert” is quite an undertaking.
Joan Marcus

Costumes continues on D3

Priscilla’s
closet:

492
costumes

150
pairs of shoes

200
hats and

headdresses

72
wigs

295
ostrich

feathers

175
tubes of lipstick

(per month)

75
pots of eye

shadow
(per month)

2
pounds of

glitter
(per month)

24
pairs of

false eyelashes
(per

performance)

Fashion’s a drag in

‘Priscilla’

‘Priscilla
Queen of the
Desert’
When: Previews at 2 and 7:30
p.m. today; opens at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday; 7:30 p.m. Tuesdays-
Thursdays, 8 p.m. Fridays, 2
and 8 p.m. Saturdays, 2 and
7:30 p.m. Sundays, through
Oct. 12
Where: Theatre Under The
Stars presents national tour at
Hobby Center, 800 Bagby
Tickets: $24-$124; 713-558-
8887, www.tuts.com

“Ironside” and “The Originals,” both
premiering this week, are moderately
entertaining dramas that feed off the
success of previous shows.

Yes, vampirism is undead and well
in the television industry.

Raymond Burr starred in the first
“Ironside” from 1967 to ’75 as wheel-

chair-bound San Francisco detective
Robert T. Ironside. Blair Underwood
(“The Event”) stars in the remake set
in NewYork. Other than the fact that
Bob Ironside is in a wheelchair, the
new version is a fairly standard police
procedural.

Through a series of flashbacks, the
pilot reveals how Ironside lost the use

‘Ironside’ rolls back to television
FALL PREVIEW

By DavidWiegand

Pablo
Schreiber,
left, stars
as Virgil
and Blair

Under-
wood is
Robert

Ironside
in the NBC

drama
“Ironside.”

NBC Premieres continues on D2

‘Ironside’
When: 9 p.m.
Wednesday
Network: NBC
xxx
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Parking-lot exits ought to be free of obstructing plants
Dear Readers:

Here is this week’s
sound-off:

Why do stores and
malls insist on planting
bushes at the entrances
and exits of their parking
lots and then never trim-
ming them? They seem
completely unaware that
the bushes they planted
several years ago grow
up and out and become
an obstacle andmake

a “blind
corner.”
It means
drivers can’t
see who
is coming
or leaving,

and have to jam on their
brakes, hit or get hit.

S.D. in New Jersey

I’m on board with you!
Not only is it annoying,
it’s very dangerous! One

shop I visit has bushes so
high and big, you can-
not see the cars coming.
I almost hate to go there
anymore for this reason.

Heloise

Dear Readers:
Here are just a few of

the letters you sent about
using ironing boards:

Brenda in Virginia
wrote: “When serving
a buffet meal and space

for food is short, I put up
my ironing board. I put a
tablecloth on it, and voila
— instant sideboard for
food.”

Cathy inWashington
wrote: “I have a poster
board that I lay on the
ironing board to pin pat-
terns on. It also is good for
cutting out patterns. Or
take it out to the laundry
line and put the basket on
top. Nomore stooping to

hang out clothes.”
Florence in Nebraska

wrote: “One holiday, I put
my ironing board in the
utility room, where it was
a little cooler. I covered
the board with newspa-
pers and put all my pies
on it.”

Valerie inWashington
wrote: “For those who
use an ironing board to
support their suitcase
in a hotel room, be sure

to place a towel on the
board. Be considerate of
those who will be ironing
their clothes.”

All great hints! Thanks
for the letters.

Heloise

HINTS FROMHELOISE

HELOISE

Heloise@Heloise.com
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio,
TX 78279-5000
King Features Syndicate

BOOK EVENTS
MONDAY

John Billheimer: Author will discuss
and sign “A Player to Be Maimed
Later,” 6:30 p.m., Murder By The Book,
2342 Bissonnet; 713-524-8597, or toll
free 888-424-2842 or murderbooks.
com.

Cinda Williams Chima: Author will
discuss and sign “The Enchanter
Heir,” 7 p.m., Blue Willow Bookshop,
14532 Memorial; 281-497-8675 or
bluewillowbookshop.com.

Ben Stroud and Brian Russell:
Stroud will discuss and sign
“Byzantium: Stories” and Russell
will discuss and sign “The Year of
What Now: Poems,” 7 p.m., Brazos
Bookstore, 2421 Bissonnet; 713-523-
0701 or brazosbookstore.com.

TUESDAY

James Benn and Martin Limon:
Benn will discuss and sign “A Blind
Goddess” and Limon will discuss and

sign “The Nightmare Range,” 6:30
p.m., Murder By The Book.

WEDNESDAY

Jefferson Bass: Author Jon Jefferson
will be in store to sign and discuss
“Cut to the Bone,” co-author Bill Bass
will join via Skype, 6:30 p.m., Murder
By The Book.

Orville Schell: Co-author of “Wealth
and Power:
China’s Long
March to the
Twenty-First
Century” will
discuss China and
sign his book, 7
p.m. Asia Society
Texas Center, 1370
Southmore. $10;
$5 members; 713-
496-9901 or asiasociety.org/texas.

THURSDAY

Michael Sears: Author will discuss

and sign “Mortal Bonds,” 6:30 p.m.,
Murder By The Book.

Simone Elkeles: Author will discuss
and sign “Wild Cards,” 7 p.m., Blue
Willow Bookshop.

Margo Berdeshevsky and Cyrus
Cassells: Award-winning poets will
read from their works, 7:30 p.m.,
Kaboom Books, 3116 Houston; 713-
869-7600 or kaboombooks.com.

FRIDAY

Children’s Book Sale: Hosted
by Friends of the Houston Public
Library, 11 a.m.-6 p.m., Resurrection
Metropolitan Community Church,
2025 West 11th at T. C. Jester; 832-
393-1387 or friendsofhpl.org.

J.A. Jance: Author will discuss and
sign “Second Watch,” 6:30 p.m.,
Murder By The Book.

Henry Radoff: Author will discuss
and sign “Taking Chancey,” 7 p.m.,
Brazos Bookstore.

SATURDAY

Children’s Book Sale: Hosted
by Friends of the Houston Public
Library, 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Resurrection
Metropolitan Community Church,
2025 West 11th at T. C. Jester; 832-
393-1387 or friendsofhpl.org.

LibroFEST: Books and arts festival
showcasing local Hispanic authors,
including Gwendolyn Zepeda, Sarah
Cortez, Guadalupe
Garcia McCall,
Manuel Ramos, and
René Saldaña Jr., with
storytelling, writing
workshops, book
giveaways, mariachis,
performances for
children and adults,
1-5 p.m., Houston
Public Library, Ideson Building,
550 McKinney; 832-393-1313 or
houstonlibrary.org.

James Hannibal: Author will discuss
and sign debut thriller, “Shadow

Catcher,” 4:30 p.m., Murder By The Book.

SUNDAY

Diane Cowen: Author will discuss
and sign her cookbook, “Sunday
Dinners: Food, Family, and Faith From
Our Favorite Pastors,” noon, Barnes &
Noble, The Woodlands Mall, 1201 Lake
Woodlands, The Woodlands; 281-465-
8744.

The Works of Mexican Poet
Homero Aridjis: Bilingual reading by
Lorena B. Fernandez & Julietta Parra
Ducote, presented by the Flamenco
Poets Society, 3 p.m., Brazilian Arts
Foundation, 1133 E. 11th. $15; 713-520-
9364 or theflamencopoetssociety.org.

Lester Brown: A pioneer in creating
models for sustainable economies
discusses his autobiography,
“Breaking New Ground: A Personal
History,” 7:30 p.m., Wortham Theater
Center, 501 Texas; $19-$79; 832-251-
0706 or progressiveforumhouston.org.

Maggie Galehouse

 Co-author of “Wealth 

discuss China and 

Texas Center, 1370 

$5 members; 713-
496-9901 or asiasociety.org/texas.

Zepeda

to become a catch-all for
every reviewer and inter-
viewer intent on defining
his work. Still, it’s amostly
dark slice of Americana
that writhes to life in his
lyrical prose, where char-
acters named Buster, Shot,
Smoke, Thump, Tear-
drop and the like amble
around in service of big,
bold themes. Like justice,
redemption or grace.

Woodrell, 60, is not a
household name, but after
nine novels and a handful
of awards he’s gaining the
recognition he deserves.
Some of this is due to “Win-
ter’s Bone,” the 2010 film
based on hismoody 2006
novel of the same name. It
earned four Oscar nomi-
nations andmade actress
Jennifer Lawrence a star.

“TheMaid’s Version,”
published earlier this
month, is classicWoodrell.
A slim, dense book, it
circles the biggest trag-
edy ever to rock a small
fictional town: a 1929 dance
hall explosion that killed 42
people. “Throughout that
summer,” hewrites, “hu-
man scraps and remains
were discovered in gardens
two streets, three streets,
four streets away, kicked

up in the creek by kids
chasing crawdads, in deep
muck at the stockyards
halfway up the hill. That
fall, when roof gutters were
cleaned, somany horrid
bits were come across that
gutters became fearsome,
hallowed, and homeowners
let a few respectful leaks
develop that winter rather
than disturb the dead.”

Q: Your stories are set
in the Ozarks, a region
you’ve come to own in
your fiction the same
way Georgia O’Keeffe
owns the Southwest or
JohnWaters owns Balti-
more. Can you describe
the area?

A:Historically, it’s pret-
ty isolated.Major highways
went around this region for
a long, long time. You had
to bemore or less coming
here to get here. It’s a pla-
teau rather than an uplifted
mountain range; the hills
aren’t tall, but deep and
steep. Dirt is thin, not great
growing here. Thewhole
regionwas timbered off—
all of the trees cut down,
all the pine and good stuff
— and that left the ground
naked to the elements. It
was subsistence living for
most people. Even inmy
place, I had to truck in dirt

to have a garden.

Q:How long have
your people lived in the
Ozarks?

A:My family has been
from this general area since
the 1830s. Oncemy eyes
were opened towriting
about the place, stories just
kept coming and com-
ing. Somany things I had
heard or suspected became
elements of novels. I didn’t
see any reason to set them
elsewhere.

Q:Many of your
novels are set in the
fictional town ofWest
Table, Mo. In “The
Maid’s Version,” you

write: “Trains have
haunted the nights in
West Table since 1883
and disrupt sleep and
taunt those awakened.
The trains beating past
toward the fabled be-
yond, the sound of each
wheel-thump singing,
You’re going nowhere,
you’re going nowhere,
and these wheels are,
they are, they are going
far fromwhere you lie
listening in your small-
ness ... ” IsWest Table a
stand-in for a real town?

A: I live in a town named
West Plains, andWest
Plains has several things in
commonwithWest Table.

Q: The central figure
in “TheMaid’s Ver-
sion” is Alma, amaid
who loses a sister in the
explosion and spends
her life sorting through
themystery and silence
around the tragedy. But
the plot, which involves
dozens of characters,
unfolds across several
decades in a piecemeal,
almost haphazard fash-
ion.What’s the rationale
behind this structure?

A: I wanted it to have
more of the logic of a poem
or a song: You only do the
parts thatmatter at the

moment. It’s likewhen
you’re talking and you
mention something from
20 years ago and then
something from twoweeks
ago. Things come tomind.
It’s themaid’s version of
events, but I wanted to
mention other elements
and Iwanted them to come
in like snapshots to support
themain thread.

Q:Why this book
now?

A: I’m just not as hostile
about everybody as I used
to be. Had Iwritten this
when Iwas 35 it would
have been: These people—
bad. These people— good,
or, pretty goodmost of the
time. (Laughs.) There came
a timewhen I realized the
humanity of everyone in-
volved. The breakthrough
herewas that it wasmaybe
not generous to all the
characters, but at least it
was fair.

Q: You’ve had two
booksmade into films:
“Winter’s Bone” and
“Woe to Live On,”
your second novel that
became themovie “Ride
With the Devil.” How
was that experience?

A:Ang Lee directed
“RideWith the Devil”

in 1999. It was scarcely
released. I was goodwith
“Winter’s Bone.” I liked
Jennifer. Shewas fresh-
faced tomost of us; it
helped that we hadn’t seen
her in any othermovie. A
lot of nameswere in posi-
tion to take that role. They
ended upwith the right
person, ultimately. It’s one
of those crazy things— the
long road that accidentally
ended up at the right place.

Q: Any new novels
percolating ?

A:Well, I know I’m
going to be distracted till
at least the end of October
with the new book and
touring. And I’m not a
guywho canwrite in hotel
rooms and airports. But
there’s a good chancewhat-
ever I do next will leave
the Ozarks and thismilieu
I’ve been in. I’m feeling
an itch to try other things
and see how they could fly.
(Laughs.)Mywife always
asksmewhy I think setting
a story in Barcelonawill be
better. And I say, ‘Because
people are interested in Bar-
celona.’ But who knows? I
may verywell end up still
here.

Bookish: Aftermath of explosion in ‘Maid’s Version’
Bookish from page D1

maggie.galehouse@chron.
com

Author Daniel Woodrell
says Jennifer Lawrence
was perfect to star in
“Winter’s Bone.”

Sebastian Mlynarski

of his legs: a bullet shattered his
spine while he was on a case
with his partner Gary Stanton
(Brent Sexton, “The Killing”).
Before the shooting, Ironside
had a fiancee and a bright future
as a cop. Although Bob insists
he has accepted his physical
status, there’s still a mountain
of anger inside, which he draws
on to become relentless in his
pursuit of bad guys.

The character exposition is set
against the supposed suicide of a
beautiful youngwomanwho had
worked in an investment firm.
Ironside suspects there’s more to
her death than firstmeets the eye
and, of course, he’s right.

The case isn’t all that
interesting, which suggests the
biggest challenge for “Ironside”
to succeed: If its point is to show
a guywho is abler than any
walking detective at solving
crimes, the crimes have to
beworthy.We understand
Ironside’s character, the roiling
inner conflict he feels. But if he
isn’t going to let the chair hold
him back, give him something
formidable to solve. The last
thing TV needs is another police
procedural that doesn’t establish
itself as something different and

moreworthy than the rest of the
bunch.

Underwood is OK, but the
supporting cast is very good,
including Sexton as the other
“victim” of the shooting, who
feels guilty for not having his
partner’s back; TV’s busiest
character actor, Pablo Schreiber
(“Orange Is the NewBlack”) as
one of Ironside’s team; Spencer
Grammer (“Greek”) as brainy
and beautiful copHolly; and
Kenneth Choi (“House”) as the
lieutenant whose primary job is
to tell Ironside to follow the rules.
There’s one in every procedural,
or so it seems.

“Ironside”might be a better
show if it didn’t follow the “rules”
of standard police procedurals
quite so faithfully.

Unoriginal vampires
“TheOriginals” is about actual

vampires, not tomentionwitches
and hybrids— that would be
awerewolf-vampiremix, not a
Toyota Prius— and it’s a spinoff

from another CWhit, “The
Vampire Diaries.”

In truth, “TheOriginals,”
premiering Thursday before
moving to its regular Tuesday
timeslot next week, is evenmore
than a typical spinoff. Usually,
the offspring show pulls one or
maybe two characters from the
original, but “TheOriginals”
has imported a small truckload,
including the jollyMikaelson
clan, vampire Elijah (Daniel
Gillies, “SavingHope”), sister
Rebekah (Claire Holt, “H2O:
Just AddWater”) and the

aforementioned hybrid, Niklaus
(JosephMorgan, “Casualty”).

Other carpetbaggers include
Marcel Gerard (CharlesMichael
Davis, “The Game”), a vampire
who has supposedly driven the
werewolves out of NewOrleans
and found away to neutralize the
city’s witches, who have to stay
in town because they practice
ancestral witchcraft andwould
lose their powers if they strayed
too far from their dead ancestors.

Klaus, as the hybrid is known
to friend and foe, comes back to
NewOrleans because thewitch

Jane-AnneDeveraux (Malaya
Rivera Drew) is conspiring
against him. He has an edgy but
friendly reunionwith his former
protégé,Marcel, but before he
can find out why Jane-Anne is out
to get him,Marcel fillets her neck.

Well, these things happen.
Elijahwants Klaus to square

off againstMarcel to restore
the Originals— the city’s first
vampires— to power. But with
Jane-Anne gone, why should
Klaus care?Maybe the beautiful
stranger, HayleyMarshall
(Phoebe Tonkin, “The Secret
Circle”), will play a role in Klaus’
inevitable prediction.

It’s all rather fun because
it’s shamelessly preposterous.
Although theremay be new
characters, “TheOriginals” isn’t
original at all, but that’s why it
stands a chance of doingwell
among “TheVampire Diaries”
fans.

The performances are over
the top and enjoyable enough.
Morgan gets a little road-show
Shakespearean here and there,
but that’s what vampire show
fanswant. The only clinker is
Tonkin: Her line delivery isn’t
even good enough to be called
amateurish.

‘The Originals’
When: Premiere 8 p.m. Thursday;
regular timeslot premiere, 7 p.m.
Oct. 8
Network: The CW
xxx

Premieres both boast decent performances from decent casts
Premieres from page D1

JosephMorgan stars as Klaus and Daniella Pineda is Sophie in
“The Originals,” a spinoff of “The Vampire Diaries.”

The CW

dwiegand@sfchronicle.com
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Dome’s future?
1Long gone: Many Houston
landmarks and well-
known buildings have been

demolished over the years. See photos of
the city’s past at chron.com/landmarks.

Although he has lived in America
more than half his life, Colum
McCann’s soft brogue still carries
listeners to Ireland, where he spent

his early years — and
I quote — “causin’ all
sorts of eruptions and
fuss.”

McCann, 48, is
the sort of writer
who shimmies into
history and shapes it
to his will, teasing out

enough truth to craft a story that
feels like life, with all its aches and
surprises, tragedies and whims.

The author of eight books,
including the National Book Award-
winning “Let the GreatWorld Spin”
(2009), McCann returns to Ireland in
his latest novel, “TransAtlantic,” an
alternative Irish history that places

big, historical moments alongside
smaller moments no less significant
to the characters who survive them.

The idea, McCann says, was
“acknowledging that they both knit
into each other, that they fabric — if
that’s a word— themselves into
some sort of intimate garment. That
the anonymous matter.”

John Alcock and Arthur
Whitten Brown’s historic 1919
flight fromNewfoundland to
Ireland on a modified bomber,
Frederick Douglass’ 1845 tour of
Ireland, GeorgeMitchell’s success
in brokering the Good Friday
Agreement in Ireland in 1998 are

juxtaposed with private moments. A
mother finding her only son among
a pile of dead during the CivilWar. A
mother mourning a son shot on the
Irish coast more than a century later.

McCann lives in NewYork with

Writing his own history
BOOKISH

ColumMcCann, an Irish writer and winner of a National Book Award, will appear at an Inprint event at the Alley Theatre in Houston Nov. 18.
Kenzo Tribouillard / AFP | Getty Images

Author ColumMcCannwrites
‘from the gut’ in his latest, ‘TransAtlantic’

Author appearance
Colum McCann appears with
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie in Houston
When: 7:30 p.m. Nov. 18
Where: Alley Theatre, 615 Texas
Information: Tickets for this Inprint
event are $5; doors open 6:45 p.m.
inprinthouston.org.

Bookish continues on D2 Patricia Wall / New York TimesPatricia Wall / New York Times

MAGGIE
GALEHOUSE

In the world ofWuMo, a tiny-
armed T. rex has issues with toi-
let paper, Internet disruptions
really are the work of mischie-
vous gnomes, and unicorns (and
narwhals) enjoy an occasional
game of billiards.

BeginningMonday, the
absurdly comicWuMowill ap-
pear daily in the comics section
of the Houston Chronicle. The
title is derived from the names

of the 8-year-old strip’s Danish
creators, writer MikaelWulff
and illustrator AndersMorgen-
thaler.

Wulff is a stand-up comedian
who has been featured on
Scandinavian radio and
television. Morgenthaler is
an artist and film director. In
addition toWuMo, the pair
have an animated sitcom, “The
Pandas,” and Scandinavia’s
most popular comedy website.

Danish cartoon translates well on comics page
HUMOR

By Syd Kearney

WuMo continues on D3

RooshWilliams, to em-
ploy an oft-used hip-hop
sentiment, likes to keep
it real.

The Houston-born
rapper, whose parents
immigrated here in the
’70s from Iran, knows he’s
not standard issue when
it comes to his music of
choice. A Persian rapper
spitting rhymes onstage
raises a few eyebrows,
particular in this city,
where he’s struggled

with getting “mainstream
love.”

“Houston’s fixated
on the sound that we’re
known for: the slowed-
down, trunk, riding
music. I’m fromHouston,
I love it,”Williams says.
“People like Drake and
ASAP Rocky have taken
the Houston sound and
used it to their advantage.
But the sound is dated.
The mindset is dated.
Houston is diverse, but
the hip-hop scene just
doesn’t embrace it.”

Williams— a hand-
some, charismatic guy
with a lot of hustle — is
working hard to spread
his sound beyond
Houston. He recently
completed a tour through
Oklahoma, Arkansas,
Mississippi and Tennes-
see.

InMarch,Williams,
24, released “Deja Roo:
Times Have Changed,”
which features Scarface,
Bubba Sparxxx and Ac-
tion Bronson, and he’s

Rapper RooshWilliams
spreading his sound around

MUSIC

By Joey Guerra

Williams continues on D2

Houston
rapper
Roosh

Williams
graduated
from the

University
of Texas
and had
plans to

study law,
but those

plans were
set aside
when his

music
career

picked up
steam.

Michael Paulsen / Houston Chronicle
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Dear Readers:
Here is this week’s

sound-on:
Dear Heloise:
Do you know any ways

I can support our veter-
ans? I am looking for a
way to help.

Josh in Colorado

Thank you for asking!
There are many, many
groups that help our
veterans. In fact, too
many to list here. You
can call the chapter of the
Veterans of ForeignWars
in your area for ideas
on how you can help.
It may be volunteering,
donations — there are a
thousand ways to help
our vets!

Here is just one you
might consider, which I
have written about for
more than 15 years:

The
Veterans’
National
Stamp and
Coin Club is
a wonderful
organiza-

tion! They collect U.S. and
foreign stamps and coins,
postcards, sports cards
andmuchmore! This
group then passes the
items on to other Veterans
Affairs support centers
across the nation! The
stamps and coins, etc., are
supplied for therapeutic
use helping veterans.
Send donations to:

Department of
Veterans Affairs

Medical Center
Veterans’ National

Stamp and Coin Club No.
135 S.C.

3601 South 6th Ave.
Tucson, AZ 85723

You also can check
to see if your city’s VA
office needs help or
donations. Thank you
for wanting to support
our veterans. They need
all the help we can give
them, and anything
you or my readers can
do will be a wonderful
way to say thank you to
all of the veterans who
sacrificed so much to
keep us safe. And, don’t
forget to say “thank you”
in person to the military
personal in uniform, or
retired, when you get a
chance.

Heloise

Manyways to help veterans
HINTS FROMHELOISE

HELOISE

Heloise@Heloise.com
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio,
TX 78279-5000
King Features Syndicate

BOOK EVENTS
MONDAY

Bill Minutaglio and Steven
Davis: Authors will discuss
and sign “Dallas 1963,” 7
p.m., Brazos Bookstore, 2421
Bissonnet; 713-523-0701 or
brazosbookstore.com.

Elizabeth Stone: Author will
discuss and sign cookbook, “An
Invitation to Entertain: Recipes
for Gracious Parties,” 7 p.m.,
Blue Willow Bookshop, 14532
Memorial; 281-497-8675 or
bluewillowbookshop.com.

TUESDAY

Julia Spencer-Fleming:
Author will discuss and sign
“Through the Evil Days,” 6:30
p.m., Murder By The Book,
2342 Bissonnet; 713-524-8597,
or toll-free 888-424-2842 or
murderbooks.com.

Hector Ruiz: Author and
Rice alumnus will discuss
“Slingshot: AMD’s Fight to Free
an Industry from the Ruthless
Grip of Intel,” 6:30 p.m., Rice
University, Fondren Library,
6100 Main; 713-348-0000.

Peter Hyland and Jacob
White: Hyland, a poet, will
discuss and
sign “Out
Loud,” and
White will
discuss
his book
of stories,
“Being
Dead in
South
Carolina,” 7
p.m. Brazos Bookstore.

WEDNESDAY

Virginia Bernhard: Author will
discuss the unpublished letters
of the Hogg family, 5-7 p.m.,
River Oaks Bookstore, 3270
Westheimer; 713-520-0061 or
riveroaksbookstore.com.

Ann Lamott: Author will
discuss and sign “Stitches: A
Handbook on Meaning, Hope
and Repair,” 7 p.m., Christ
Church Cathedral, 117 Texas.
This is a ticketed event; ticket
purchase includes one copy of
“Stitches” as well as admission.
Pre-purchase ticket through
Brazos Bookstore; 713-523-
0701 or brazosbookstore.com.

THURSDAY

Stephen Jimenez: Author will
discuss and sign “The Book of
Matt,” 7 p.m., Brazos Bookstore.

Marion Szczepanski: Author

will discuss
and sign
“Playing St.
Barbara,” 7
p.m., Blue
Willow
Bookshop.

A Cel-
ebration
of Story:
Writers in the schools event
honors Anita Kruse, of Purple
Songs Can Fly, which cel-
ebrates children’s stories
through song, 7:30 p.m. dinner
and stories (6 p.m. is registra-
tion and silent auction), Junior
League of Houston, 1811 Briar
Oaks Lane. Individual tickets
start at $250. Information: 713-
523-3877 or witshouston.org.

FRIDAY

Dorothy Griffith: Author will
discuss and sign new edition of
“Texas Holiday Cookbook,” 5-7
p.m., River Oaks Bookstore.

Sara C. Rolater, Claire Fuqua
Anderson and Martin Rock:
Writers share selected works
as part of Gulf Coast Reading
Series, 7 p.m., Rudyard’s
British Pub, 2010 Waugh;
gulfcoastmag.org.

Peter Turchi: Author will
discuss and sign, “Where You
Are: A Collection of Maps
That Will Leave You Feeling
Completely Lost,” 7 p.m.,
Brazos Bookstore.

SATURDAY

Kirk Lewis: Author and
Pasadena ISD superintendent
will sign “Put Away Childish
Things,” Barnes & Noble, 5656
Fairmont Parkway, Pasadena;
281-991-8011.

Carol Aebersold: Author
will sign “Elf on the Shelf:
A Birthday Tradition,” 2
p.m., Barnes & Noble, 1201
Lake Woodlands Drive, The
Woodlands; 281-465-8744.

Susan Kralovansky and
Melanie Chrismer: Picture
book authors of “There Was
a Tall Texan Who Swallowed
a Flea” and “Chachalaca
Chiquita,” respectively, will read
their stories and sign books,
2 p.m. Barnes & Noble, 5656
Fairmont Parkway, Pasadena;
281-991-8011.

Marion Szczepanski: Author
will discuss and sign “Playing
St. Barbara,” 4-6 p.m., River
Oaks Bookstore.

Maggie Galehouse

will discuss 

“Playing St. 

Writers in the schools event 

  Hyland, a poet, will 
discuss and 

Carolina,” 7 
p.m. Brazos Bookstore.

nowmaking a lot of noise
thanks to the October
release of his “Drobots:
The Reboot” EP.

“Drobots” is the culmi-
nation of a project from
SimpleMobile, Complex
Magazine and HipHopDX
called Change Your Game,
a video series that visited
various U.S. cities to “cre-
ate game-changing oppor-
tunities” for artists.

Earlier this year, Com-
plex released a list of “10
NewHouston Rappers
toWatch Out For” that
included Doughbeezy,
Fat Tony, Propain and
the Niceguys, all solid
choices.Williams was
nowhere to be found,
and his fans spoke up in
online comments.

“It was a very dramatic
list, very controversial. A
lot of people were upset
they didn’t make it. This
was after my Twitter ac-
count had been verified,
performing at South by
Southwest, my album.
I just didn’t think that
some of the artists on that
list matchedmy résumé,”
he says.

“They looked in the
comments and sawmy
name being mentioned
by fans. They researched
me and said, ‘Yo, let’s pick
this guy.’ I work hard. I go
out of the box.”

Change Your Game
followedWilliams around
Houston, making stops
at Screwed Up Records
and Tapes, and the SF2
StreetWear Shop before
revealing that he would
be recording an EP in
just one day with Like,
a renowned producer —
andmember of Pac Div
— known for his work
on Kendrick Lamar’s
acclaimed “good kid,
m.A.A.d city” album.

The EP features Like
and Devin the Dude in a
tight, focused showcase
forWilliams’ aggressive
delivery, which has
an urgent energy that
undoubtedly comes from
the speed in which the EP
was produced.Williams
says he’s influenced by
everyone from Eminem
to Tupac Shakur and
touches on everything
from his immigrant
parents to ex-girlfriends
in his lyrics.

“For me, music is life.
And life is varied,”Wil-
liams says. “Life is happy.
Life is sad. Life is funny.”

Williams was born
in Alief but attended
Taylor High School in
Katy, where he honed his
sound alongside fellow
Houston rapper Kyle
Hubbard. They made
their first CD together in
the ninth grade, selling
about 60 copies at $10

a pop.Williams went
on to graduate with
honors and a degree in
communication studies
from the University of
Texas at Austin in 2011.
During his senior year,
he released “Attack of
the Drobots,” which gave
him exposure beyond
performing at fraternity
parties. He opened shows
for Lil Flip, J. Cole, Mac
Miller, Bun B, Juvenile
and Lamar.

“My entire plan was
to end up going to law
school. Obviously, I got
derailed once I picked up
steamwith music,” he
says. “My focus shifted
100 percent.”

His traditional parents,
who envisioned their son
becoming a lawyer, are
still getting used to the
idea. ButWilliams is qui-
etly demanding attention
and gaining respect from
them—much like he’s
doing with Houston as a
whole.

“I really concealed stuff
like this. I wouldn’t call
it embarrassment, but
it’s just maybe a lack of
understanding. It’s just
like a culture clash,” he
says. “My dad wanted me
to be educated and to see
me succeed.

“Now that I’ve been
having some success,
we’ve kind of opened up
about it, and it’s really

cool. There isn’t anybody
Middle Eastern in the
hip-hop game that’s
prominent as a rapper. I
truly feel like I could be
the first one.”

Williams works hard to get his name out
Williams from page D1

joey.guerra@chron.com
twitter.com/joeyguerra

his wife and three
children but spent
several years in Texas.
He appears in Houston
on Nov. 18 as a guest of
Inprint.

Q:What is
“TransAtlantic”
about?

A: It’s about going
home and the ability to
go home. To find and
expand a family. To
recover who you are and
where you come from.

Q: As the father of
young children, did
you set out to write
a novel about family
— in this case one
family that spans three
centuries and focuses
on four generations of
women?

A: There are times in
your life when you take
certain things on but
you’re not conscious of
them because, if you’re
too conscious, you can
write yourself into a
little jail. It’s a response
from an emotional place.
Writing from the gut. I
teach writing at Hunter
College in NewYork. I
teach graduate students,
and it’s very competitive
to get in. The first day
I say, “I’m not going
to be able to teach you
anything.” I want to give
them the environment

in which they reach into
themselves and find that
gut feeling. I tell them
they need to develop
stamina and desire and
perseverance to be a great
writer.

Q: You are both a
U.S. and Irish citizen,
and “TransAtlantic”
moves back and
forth between these
two countries. Why
compare the African-
American experience
with the working-class
Irish experience?

A: I wanted to
confront what it means
to emigrate and be away
from home and how
you create a new sort
of home. A lot of it is
about finding dignity and
peace and the process of
peace. People are moving
towardmoments of grace
and redemption.

Q: After two big
books — “Let the
GreatWorld Spin”
was the novel before
“TransAtlantic” —
what are you up to
now?

A:A collection of short
stories. Those were big
books. I think if I kept
going my heart would
have exploded. It was
time to bring the music
down.

Q: How does your
life change after

winning a National
Book Award?

A: The National
Book Award gives you
money. It gives you time,
although in some cases
it can take time. But, you
know, literature is not
an Olympics. Nobody
truly gets the gold
medal. ... All books have
to fall short, because,
otherwise, why go on if
you’ve written the exact
book you felt you had to
write. Then give it up.
Become a carpenter.

Q: Can you tell me
about your 12,000-
mile bike ride through
America?

A: In 1986, I went
across the country on an
18-speed Schwinn. I had
my tent, sleeping bag,
camping stuff and slept
out until I met people. I
came to Texas through
Corpus Christi and then
up to Houston and across
toward Austin. I ended
up in Independence,
and I went to church
there one Sunday
morning. Churches were
great places to get free
barbecue. After church,
I met a guy in charge
of a children’s home
calledMiracle Farm, for
kids who came out of
broken homes or juvenile
detention. ... I finished
my bike journey and then
came back to Brenham
andworked with those

kids for a year and a half.
After that, I went and got
my B.A. at the University
of Texas.

Q: You’re the
“curator” of a new
book called “The
Book of Men: Eighty
Writers on How to Be a
Man.”What’s the story
behind this?

A: The book is in aid
of a charity I co-founded
with a group of writers
called Narrative 4.We
got a chance to launch
it through Esquire
magazine. Friends of
mine worked there, and it
was the magazine’s 80th
anniversary. They said,
as a joke, we should get
80 writers to do a piece of
fiction for us. And I said,
“I can do that.”

Q: So what’s the
answer? How does one
go about being a man?

A:Oh. (Laughs.) I was
one of the few people
who wrote from the
voice of a woman, so ...
well ... I have no idea.
There’s some things
you could say. Be a good
father. Be honest. Take
it like a man— but what
does that mean?Maybe
a man looks after the
women in his life. I don’t
know. That could be one
answer. Maybe.

Bookish: McCann toured Texas by bike
Bookish from page D1

maggie.galehouse@chron.
com
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STAR

Awriter who deals
haphazardly with time,
bouncing around wildly
among days andmonths
and years, risks confusing
and antagonizing readers.
Flashbacks and flash-
forwards are common
literary devices, of course,
but readers are most
comfortable with stories
where today follows
yesterday and precedes
tomorrow. Alternatives
to this formmust be
handled carefully.

None of this is a
problem for ColumMc-
Cann. In his new novel,
“TransAtlantic,” McCann
moves seamlessly among
centuries and genera-
tions, helpfully providing
time references at ap-
propriate chapter head-
ings. But these reminders
are scarcely necessary
because the author inte-
grates his characters’ dis-
parate stories, times and
places with astonishing
skill. Indeed, our admira-
tion for this feat of literary
legerdemain almost
causes us to overlook the
novel’s other virtues —

the depth of
McCann’s
characters,
the beauty
of his prose
and the
sheer power
of his story.

Consider
his introduction, in the
second chapter, of Lily,
a maid employed in a
home in Dublin in the
1840s. The home belongs
to a man namedWebb,
the Irish publisher of
the books of Frederick
Douglass, the American
escaped slave, orator and
abolitionist. Douglass
has crossed the sea to
spread his message
among sympathetic Irish
aristocrats who will
help fund his efforts in
America.

“He glanced around to
see Lily, the maid, pouring
him a cup of tea,” McCann
writes, a perfectly
reasonable introduction
of what we assume is
a minor character.We
have no clue that Lily
will resurface as the
matriarch of a family that
binds the strands of the
novel together.When we

encounter her again, 20
years and 90 pages later
in America, it takes a
while to realize that this is
the same girl who served
tea to Frederick Douglass
in Dublin.

To explain how Lily
and her descendants fig-
ure into the book’s inter-
locking stories would be
a grave disservice to the
author. But it’s perhaps
permissible to advise the
reader to pay close atten-
tion to former U.S. Sen.

GeorgeMitchell’s chance
encounter with an elderly
woman in a wheelchair
on an Irish tennis court.
You’ll hear more from her
later.

In his National Book
Award-winning 2009
novel, “Let the Great
World Spin,” McCann
used a single event — a
French acrobat’s daring
tightrope walk between
the twin towers of the
World Trade Center in
1974 — as his central
motif. In his new book
he adapts this conceit to
focus on a solitary idea:
crossing the Atlantic
Ocean, moving fromOld
World to NewWorld and
New to Old.

Three transatlantic
crossings, all of them

made by real people,
establish this theme. In
1919, twoWorldWar I
veterans patch together
a modified bomber on a
field in Newfoundland,
load up with tea and
sandwiches and coax the
makeshift aircraft across
the ocean to Ireland,
winning a prize offered
by a British newspaper
and a place in aviation
history. In 1845, Frederick
Douglass travels to
Dublin by ship — a
voyage that echoes his
ancestors’ journey from
Africa in the opposite
direction, chained like
dogs in the holds of slave
vessels — and encounters
poverty so appalling that
it almost distracts him
from his single-minded
goal of ending slavery.
And in 1998, George
Mitchell shuttles back
and forth across the pond
as he brokers the historic
Northern Ireland peace
agreement known as the
Good Friday Accord.

Fewwriters can
get more punch out of
a simple, declarative
sentence thanMcCann.
“Europe was a crucible

of bones,” he writes of
the FirstWorldWar. And
here is Mitchell’s young
wife, brooding about his
controversial mission:
“What she worries about
most of all is that he
will become the flesh at
the end of an assassin’s
bullet.”

Longer passages, too,
leap off the page with
explosive power. Mitchell,
a new father at age 64,
reflects on the centuries
of tragedy that haunt his
peacemaking effort:

“Howmany times has
he heard it? How often
were there two ways to
say the same thing?My
son died. His name was
Seamus. My son died.
His name was James. My
son died. His name was
Peader. My son died. His
name was Pete. My son
died. His name was Billy.
My son died. His name
was Liam.My son died.
His name was Charles.
My son died. His name
was Cathal. My son’s
name is Andrew.”

Mike Snyder is an assistant
city editor at the Houston
Chronicle.

Characters cross time, paths in ‘Transatlantic’
FICTION

ByMike Snyder Authors
to appear
Colum McCann and
Chimamanda Ngozi
Adichie will appear at 7:30
p.m. Nov. 18 at the Alley
Theatre as part of Inprint’s
Margarett Root Brown
Reading Series. Tickets $5;
on sale at inprinthouston.
org on Oct. 14.

‘TransAtlantic’
By Colum McCann
Random House, 262 pp.,
$27

McCann

Chimamanda Ngozi
Adichie’s dazzling and
thought-provoking new
novel, “Americanah,” is
a wonder: It begins with
a Nigerian immigrant
waiting to board a train
from Princeton to Trenton
to have her hair braided,
and opens out into a much
larger story that ranges
over decades, continents
and a multitude of social
issues with breathtaking
grace.

Ifemelu is an immigrant
who is giving up what
seems like the embodi-
ment of the American
dream: She has finished
a prestigious fellowship
and has decided to leave
her work as the author of
a successful anonymous
blog called Raceteenth
or Various Observations
About American Blacks
(Those Formerly Known

as Negroes) by a Non-
American Black. She has
also just left her partner
and is planning to leave
America itself.

At first, it is unclear
why she would do such a
thing: She is not so much
unhappy as discontent.
She misses Nigeria,
though she is estranged
from nearly everything
she left behind there,
including Obinze, “the
love of her life,” who has
since married and had a
child. And so as Ifemelu
gets her hair braided, we
are launched into a series
of flashbacks and stories
within stories that take us
back to Ifemelu’s child-
hood, her initiation into
adulthood and entrance
to America, up to her cur-
rent decision to return to
Nigeria: a place where, we
learn, her “natural” hair
will pose a different kind
of problem, a place where

in a neat reversal, she will
live now as another kind
of outsider, one labeled
“Americanah.”

In a book where so
much is shown to be diffi-
cult —where both wealth
and poverty leave charac-
ters shackled to lives they
don’t want, and the path
to adulthood is fraught
with betrayal, disillusion-
ment and loss of identity
— one of the great joys
is the charm of Ifemelu’s
romance with Obinze. The
delight with which they
discover each other in
high school, the surprise
of “self-affection” that he
inspires in her is a relief
given howmuch we know
later events will conspire
against that self-liking.

“Hemade her like
herself. With him, she
was at ease; her skin felt
as though it was her right
size.” This dynamic is in
stark contrast to the rela-

tionship between Ifemelu’s
parents, and in her own
later relationships with
other friends and lovers.
When circumstances and
Ifemelu’s own actions
conspire against her rela-
tionship with Obinze, the
importance of this mutual
regard becomes apparent:
Its loss is devastating.

With great technical
dexterity, Adichie weaves
the love story in and out of
the other stories the char-
acters make of their lives.
For the most part, these
multiple narratives are
seamlessly intertwined,
and the bookmoves easily
fromNigeria to America
and England and back
again.

These separate pieces
feel both self-contained
and in conversation with
one another, most notably
the excerpts from Ifeme-
lu’s blog. The blog posts
are by turns knowing and

‘Americanah’ a thought-provoking tale
SOCIAL ISSUES

By Catherine Chung

‘Americanah’
By Chimamanda Ngozi
Adichie
Knopf, 477 pages, $26.95

witty and
filled with
outrage, and
add a sur-
prising layer
of depth by
contextualiz-
ing Ifemelu’s
experiences
within a larger framework
of the immigrant and
minority experience.

It is a rare pleasure to
be guided through this
dangerous territory by
a narrator of such fierce
intelligence as she decon-
structs America’s rules of
race and class, and expos-
es the kinds of constraints
that often remain invisible
and unacknowledged.

“He would have to
choose what he was,
or rather, what he was
would be chosen for him,”
thinks Ifemelu of her
cousin Dike. And so we
come to see her departure
fromAmerica as a kind
of triumph— both the
writing of her blog and her
decision to leave it behind,

the decision to embrace
her natural hair, and even
her decision to reach out
to an old love become acts
of resistance against that
terrible choicelessness.

Adichie is so smart
about so many things that
I foundmyself quoting her
book over the past several
weeks in a wide range of
conversations with friends
about everything from
love and family, to power
and beauty and hair. She
is so funny and defiant,
and simultaneously so
wise, that “Americanah”
is an exhilarating, mind-
expanding pleasure of a
read. It is a brilliant trea-
tise on race, class and glo-
balization, and also a deep,
clear-eyed story about love
— and how it can both de-
mand andmake possible
the struggle to become our
most authentic selves.

Catherine Chung is the
author of the novel “Forgot-
ten Country.” She wrote this
review for the San Francisco
Chronicle.

Adichie
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Fiction

1. Sycamore Row: By John
Grisham. A sequel, about
race and inheritance, to “A
Time to Kill.”
2. The Goldfinch: By
Donna Tartt. A painting
smuggled out of the Met-
ropolitan Museum of Art
after a bombing becomes
a boy’s prize, guilt and
burden.
3. Doctor Sleep: By Ste-
phen King. Now grown up,
Dan, the boy with psycho-
intuitive powers in “The
Shining,” helps another
threatened child with a gift.
4. We Are Water: By Wally
Lamb. About to marry the
woman who is her gallery
owner, a divorced artist
and mother must confront
secrets from her past.
5. The Longest Ride: By

BEST-SELLERS

Nicholas Sparks. The lives
of two couples converge
unexpectedly.
6. Identical: By Scott Tur-
ow. Paul Giannis, running
for mayor of Kindle County,
is accused of having played
a role in the murder of his
identical twin brother’s

girlfriend.
7. Storm Front: By John
Sandford. Minnesota inves-
tigator Virgil Flowers be-
comes involved in the hunt
for an ancient inscribed
stone smuggled out of the
Middle East.
8. Gone: By James Patter-
son and Michael Ledwidge.
Detective Michael Bennett
is pursued by the head of
a Mexican drug cartel he
once put in jail.
9. Bridget Jones: Mad
About the Boy: By Helen
Fielding. Bridget, now 51
and a mother and widow, is
once again looking for love.
10. Just One Evil Act: By
Elizabeth George. In the
18th Inspector Lynley novel,
Lynley’s partner, Barbara
Havers, searches for a
friend’s kidnapped child in
Italy.

Nonfiction

1. Killing Jesus: By Bill
O’Reilly and Martin
Dugard. The host of “The
O’Reilly Factor” recounts
the events leading up to
Jesus’ execution.
2. David and Goliath: By
Malcolm Gladwell. How
disadvantages can work
in our favor; from the
author of “The Tipping
Point” and “Outliers.”
3. I Am Malala: By Malala
Yousafzai with Christina
Lamb. The experience
of the Pakistani girl who
advocated for women’s
education and was shot
by the Taliban.
4. Things That Matter:
By Charles Krauthammer.
Three decades’ worth
of essays from the
conservative columnist.

5. 40 Chances: By
Howard G. Buffett with
Howard W. Buffett. What
Warren Buffett’s son and
grandson have learned in
their efforts to feed the
hungry.
6. The Reason I Jump:
By Naoki Higashida.

A 13-year-old boy
with autism answers
questions.
7. Johnny Carson:
By Henry Bushkin. A
recollection by Carson’s
lawyer and confidant for
18 years.
8. Extortion: By Peter
Schweizer. A Hoover
Institution fellow argues
that politicians shape
legislation in order to
extract donations.
9. My Story: By Elizabeth
Smart with Chris Stewart.
A woman kidnapped from
her Utah home in 2002
at age 14 describes her
captivity and rescue.
10. Humans of New York:
By Brandon Stanton. Four
hundred color photos of
New Yorkers, with brief
commentary by Stanton.

New York Times

COMING
MONDAY
In Monday’s
Bookish column,
Maggie Galehouse
interviews Colum
McCann, a National
Book Award winner
who appears in
Houston on Nov. 18.

BOOK EXCERPT
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie is the author of a handful of works, including the

novel “Half of a Yellow Sun,” which won the Orange Prize, and the recent novel,
“Americanah.” Adichie appears in Houston with writer ColumMcCann, 7:30 p.m. Nov.
18, at the Alley Theatre, 615 Texas. Tickets for this Inprint event are $5. Information:
inprinthouston.org.

“The gods, the hovering deities who gave and took teenage
loves, had decided that Obinze would go
out with Ginika. Obinze was the new boy,
a fine boy even if he was short. He had
transferred from the university secondary
school in Nsukka, and only days after,
everyone knew of the swirling rumors
about his mother. She had fought with a
man, another professor at Nsukka, a real
fight, punching and hitting, and she had
won, too, even tearing his clothes, and so
she was suspended for two years and had
moved to Lagos until she could go back.

It was an unusual story; market women fought, mad women
fought, but not women who were professors. Obinze, with his
air of calm and inwardness, made it even more intriguing.”

from “Americanah” by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
Courtesy photo
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A year ago, the New
York Times Sunday
Magazine ran a cover
story about George
Saunders, then set
to release his fourth
collection of stories,
“Tenth of December.”

The headline, in that
first week of 2013, was
actually a prediction:
“George Saunders Has
Written the Best Book
You’ll Read This Year.”
To which many readers
likely wondered, “Who
on earth is George
Saunders?”

People who read
literary fiction have
known Saunders for
decades. His stories have
been published in the
NewYorker since 1992.
The term “genius” is
thrown around. During
the past decade, he has
received a Guggenheim
Fellowship, a MacArthur
Fellowship and an
AcademyAward from
the American Academy
of Arts and Letters.

But the Times piece
cranked up his fame in a
big-time, bold-face way.

“It was huge, strangely
huge,” said Saunders,
from his home in the
Catskills, where he’s
nursing a cold after a
few days on the road.
“It was like if you were
jogging along and a big
hand comes along and
throws you four miles
ahead. Like being shot
out of a cannon. All
along, everybody at the
Times is saying, ‘We can’t
guarantee the piece will
run.’ We [Saunders and
his wife, Paula] were here
with our daughters for
Christmas. About a week
before the story came out

they said, ‘We’re running
it.’ And then it was, ‘Oh,
by the way it looks like
it’s going to be the cover.’
And then it’s out of your
hands. So we’re up here,
sledding, and suddenly
the emails start coming
in. And something
is happening to you
that has an uncertain
relationship to the work
that spawned it.”

Then in July, a
convocation speech
Saunders delivered at
Syracuse University,
where he teaches creative
writing, went viral. In
it, he confessed that his
biggest regrets in life are
“failures of kindness”
and implored the new
graduates to do “those
things that incline you
toward the big questions,

and avoid the things that
would reduce you and
make you trivial.”

All of which is to say
that Saunders, who’ll
appear at the Alley
Theatre onMonday for
a sold-out Inprint event,
gets a lot more attention
than he used to.

Saunders grew up in
Chicago but was born in
Amarillo.

“Emotionally as a
kid I always identified
as a Texan,” Saunders
said. “Mymom’s from
Amarillo. My dad was in
the Air Force. They met
at a dance in Amarillo
or something. I think
we left there when I was
1, but every summer
there was this big ritual
of the 25-hour drive to
Amarillo. My grandpa
was a salesman who sold
beauty products in those
Panhandle towns. ... I

remember my grandpa
giving me a Texas-shaped
paperweight.When I
went around with him,
I could really feel that
1940s, 1950s Texas.”

While Saunders was
in college at Colorado
School of Mines in
Golden, his parents
moved back to Amarillo
and the city became a
kind of home for him
during his 20s.

“I played guitar in a
country-and-western
band at a huge dance
palace where you could
two-step for hours,” he
said.

It was in Amarillo
that Saunders stumbled
upon a copy of People
Magazine in which Jay
McInernry and Raymond
Carver were profiled. At

the time, he had never
heard of an master’s of
fine arts program, but he
applied to Syracuse and
got in.

Now 55, Saunders
has published four
story collections
— “CivilWarLand in
Bad Decline” (1996),
“Pastoralia” (2001), “In
Persuasion Nation”
(2006) and “Tenth of
December”— as well as
a novella, a children’s
book and a collection
of nonfiction. (His GQ
travel story on Dubai,
published in 2005,
is every bit as chatty
and far-reaching and
unforgettable as his
fiction.)

Most of Saunders’
stories are strange
and some are vaguely
futuristic. “The Semplica
Girl Diaries,” for
example, features young
girls from impoverished
countries who agree,
for a fee, to be strung
together by their temples
(a surgical procedure),
outfitted in long white
dresses and hung
together a few feet off the
ground in the yards of
affluent Americans — a
sort of living, breathing
installation.

Other stories are more
traditional in terms of
voice and plot. The title
story from “Tenth of
December,” for example,
involves a chubby boy
with an overactive
imagination and an old
man dying of cancer
who save each other in a
frozen landscape.

For Saunders, stories
should be urgent, tight
and complex.

“Trying to give a story
the maximum amount

George Saunders takes fame in stride
BOOK REVIEW

ByMaggie Galehouse

‘Tenth of
December’

By George Saunders
Random House,
288 pp., $17.28

George Saunders
Courtesy photo

Saunders continues on H18
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of energy— sometimes
that sabotages your initial
idea,” he explained.
“ ‘The Semplica Girl
Diaries’ is about political
oppression, but it had
to be more than that or
else it’s a lecture. You’re
trying to start readers

on a certain path and
complicate it. You want
readers to be surprised
in a nonrandomway—
it can’t be a spaceship
that comes in and kills
everyone— but you
also want some kind of
expectation realized in a
way that you didn’t see
coming.”

Canada’s great short-
story writer Alice Munro
won the Nobel Prize in
Literature last fall. Does
Saunders anticipate a
renaissance of the short
form?

“My honest answer
is that it makes me
feel really happy that
someone that good
got rewarded fairly,”
Saunders said. “Ever
since ‘Tenth of December’

came out, people have
been asking me if it’s
nowOK to write short
stories. I never really
thought about it. You do
whatever you can—with
power. I have a feeling the
question about the short-
story form is a bit like,
you know how in Vogue
they’ll say, ‘Short skirts
are back!’Well, I never
felt the story was out of
fashion.”

As for Munro’s work,
which is less overtly
political than that of many
previous Nobel winners,
Saunders said: “With
Munro, the difference
between the personal and
political disappears. You
feel human suffering, the
loss of power, all those
things that, writ large,
make up politics. To me,
that’s the best kind of
political writing.”

In his creative writing
classes, Saunders teaches
short stories to show
students the “tricks” that
writer use. On his go-to
list of authors: Pushkin,
Babel, deMaupassant,
Tolstoy, Joyce,
Hemingway, Flannery
O’Connor.

He doesn’t teach his
own stories.

“That would be
weird,” Saunders said.
“Especially if youmake
them buy the book.”

Occasionally, though,
he’ll give students a
peek at his own editing
process.

“Two years ago, I had
just completed the edits
of the title story from
‘Tenth of December,’ ”
Saunders said. “I had
sold the story to the New
Yorker at 13,000 words,
and when I sent it, I had

been working on it for
almost a year. But we cut
it to 9,000 words. The
editor found a way to
cut it andmake it better.
I’m always advocating
cutting and extreme edits
with my students, so I
brought in versions of my
story to class, and that
was useful.”

Saunders has worked
with three editors at
the NewYorker: Daniel
Menaker, Bill Buford and
Deborah Treisman. Of
Treisman, his current
editor, he said:

“She’s incredible. She’s,
like, in mymind and she
just knows. She sees what
the story is doing and
she says, ‘Let’s get to work
and make that better.’ Even
stories that are pretty
much ready to go, we do
eight, nine, 10 passes on.
You get into that mode
where you’re in the piece
so much you knowwhere
the commas are. You can
feel every little thing.”

But the NewYorker
doesn’t accept everything
he submits.

“I just got something
rejected three weeks ago,”
he said. “Deborah works
with some of the best
writers. She considers it
part of her responsibility
to make sure the writer
is doing their best work,
that the story represents
a meaningful advance in
that person’s work.”

Even Saunders’
darkest stories have
manymoments of
comedy.What, in the real
world, makes him laugh?

Jack Handey—
who does the “Deep
Thoughts” bit on
“Saturday Night Live” —
makes him laugh. Also,
Monthy Python, “Parks
& Recreation,” Russian
writer Nikolai Gogol,
George Carlin, and early
recordings of Bill Cosby,
which he’d “chain-listen
to.”

But SteveMartin rises

above this pack.
“Around the time of

‘The Jerk,’ ” Saunders
said, “there was
something in his comic
persona, a class element
that got under my skin. I
had uncles with the same
kind of self-deprecating
humor. Sweet and naive.”

And, of course, the
Marx Brothers.

“Wewatch theMarx
Brothers when the family
gets together,” Saunders
said. “My daughters are
grown up but we do this
thing — you know, the
bad guys in old movies,
how they always get the
worst actors? There’s a
gangster in one of the
Marx Brothers movies
who says ‘We’re big
SHOTS now baby’
[instead of the expected
‘BIG shots.’] That’s a
catch phrase around our
house.”

Saunders likes
absurdist humor. It lays
in wait in his stories.

He also hopes that his
stories encourage readers
to abide in a state of
uncertainty.

“I think when I get
it — there are two or
three times when I feel
I’ve gotten to the upper
registers of what I can
do— I have four or five
possibly complimentary
views all sitting there
resonating very well,”
Saunders said. “I like it
when I can walk out of
a story and say, ‘Yup, all
those things are true.’
The truth is different
things, and they’re all
correct. If a person isn’t
called upon to act —
which mostly they’re
not — the highest form
of truth is the various
contradictory opinions
existing. Chekhov says,
‘It’s thisway and thisway
and thisway, isn’t it?’ ”

Maggie Galehouse is book
editor at the Houston
Chronicle.

Saunders from page H14
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to outer space, with a soundtrack fitting y
prov ded by Holst's The Planets. The Earth
features breathtaking lmages of our own
planet taken by NASA and accompanied by
Strauss's,4/so Spra ch Zarathustra and Jahr
Adarns's Short Ride in a Fast Machine. S2O-124
A concerts atJones Ha, 615 Lolisana St.
713-224-1 57 5 ho!stof symphof y.org

rrEFFrfITTT
Jan fl at A Tchaikovsky Serenade One of
the defining compositions of the Romantic era
ln c assica music, Tchaikovsky's Serenade for
Strings set new standards for lush, voluptuous
n Lsiciarsl-io. Til rg orr tl^e prograr s

Mendelssohn's Concerto for Violin and Strings.
Featurlng.Jonathan Godfrey on violin and
Antoine P ante on the pod um. $10 65. Cu len
Theater, Wortham Theater Center. 50t Texas
Are. 713 221 -21 81. mercuryhouston.org

Opera
Er.TFFr;TTIEtTE!$rrTt:lTtll
Jan 24- Feb 9 Rlgoletto The title
cl-ardcte- o- u 

" u assiu \,erdi ope a is a
hunch backed jester atthe decadent court
of the Duke of N,4antua, Rigoletto, whose
greatestjoy is his beaut ful daughter Gilda.
BJT 

^ 
5en Gi da s spdrceo b) rhe priapic

Duke, Rigo etto vows revenge against his
master, with tragic resu ts. $20-290 Brown
Theater. Wortham Theater Center, 5Ol Texas
At e. 713-228 6737. houstongrandopera.org

MFTfiFrrtTr:lITTf{Fl-fI
)an 23-26 The Consul This Kafkaesque
operat c drama, with music and libretto by
Gian Car o Menotti. is set in an unidentified
European country that has fallen under
total tarian rule. A po itlcal dissldent trles
to keep one step ahead ofthe secret
police, whlle his w fe and fam ly struggle
under bureaucratic persecution. The
work won the Pu itzer Prize and New
York Drama Critlcs'Circle Award when
it premiered on Broadway in t950. Sung
in the original Engllsh with surtitles.
A I performances $20 students &
sen ors $12. Nloores Opera Center, The
Un versity of Flo!stof,120 Schoo of
N/us c Bui d ng.713 743-3313. uh.edu

Dance
@
Jan 31 & Feb I at I Cal ed "one ofthe
greatest I vlng choreographers" by Ihe
New Yorker, Mark Morris and his company
have been presenting cutting edge dance
for over 30 years. Thelr Houston show
features work from the company's extens ve
reperto jre, includin E A Wooden Tree, The
Argument, and Festival Dance. $23-83. Cul en
Theater. Wortham Theater Center, 5Ol
Texas Ave. 713-227-4772. spahouston.org

Pop &Iazz
Jan 4 at 7 & 9:3O ln 1972. three Texas
si rger so^gs iTers'ounded rhe oioiee.itg
grassroots band The F atlanders. Although
the band received little notlce at the time.
allthree musicians went on to notable solo
careers, wh ch led to rnultiple F atlanders
a bums and myriad reunlon tours. Two ofthe
origlnal three Flat anders come to Houston
this month (the lone man out is -loe E y) to
show why they've been deservedly ca led
some of the best musjcians n country music
today. N,4any wil recognlze Gi more from
his smal ro e as Smokey in the cu t classlc
The B ig Lebowski. $25. l,4cconigel s lvlucky
Duck..2425 Norfo k St.713-528
5999. mcgonlge s com

personality is pretty complicated and
non-linear, I think. I feel really glad
to be alive and very aware of how
conditional everything is-health,
and sanity, and good luck, life itself.
My stories are ways of reminding
myself of this conditionality. Chekhov
once wrote, "Every happy man
should have an unhappy man. in
his closet, to remind him, by his
constant tapping, that not everyone
is happy, and that, sooner or later,
life will show him its claws." So in this
sense, when l'm writing a story, the
happy man-me-is creating his own
unhappy man, in an imaginary closet,
to remind myself of certain truths:
good luck is conditional, not everyone
is happy, my luck may change,
good luck is not simply the result
of virtue, etc., etc. ln other words,
stories can serve as liltle training
exercises in empathy and sympathy.

You're famous for nailing casual,
vernacular American voices
in your fiction, Yet two stories
in your new collection feature
protagonists who are given drugs
that make them talkwith rather
fancier diction. Are you getting
tired of your trademark voice
and looking to branch out?
Yes, actually-or at least that was
true when I was writing those stories.
I think a writer is always looking for
ways to extend his range. Otherwise,
it's stagnation. The drugs seemed
like a good way to justify a higher
register in the diction. (That sounds
like something you might have heard
in a paddy wagon circa 1976.)

You're best known as a master
of the short story, which a lot of
people take less seriously than the
novel. Why do you think that is?
I think it's because they've never
tried writing one. -Will Wilkinson

GEIiTGEF lfnTfjr]TE{ wiil read at the Ailey
Theatre as part ofthe lnprint Margarett Root
Brown Reading Series on Jan 27. $5. 615 Texas
Ave. 7 13-521-2A26. inprinthouston.org
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SHORT ON STORIES,

LONG ON TALENT

-
A literary master discusses his craft.

GEoRGE sauNDERs's /atest
collection ofshort storles, Tenth
of Decembet was nominated
for a National Book Award, and
dubbed "the best book you'll read
this year" by the New York Times.
ln advance of his lnprint Reading
Series visit this month, we talked
with Saunders about his life and art.

You have a very Houston
background! You were trained as a
geophysical engineer and worked
in the energy industry before
moving into fiction, How has that
experience influenced your work?
Weil, four years of barely hanging in at
engineerjng school gave me a pretty
good work ethic, which is useful for a
writer. lf, as an engineering student,
three hours a night of study gets you a
D in Complex Variables (which it did),
well then, you buck up and study four
hours a night. lf, as a writer, draft #56
is still crummy, you get going on draft
#57. Both things require the same
kind of tank-like energy. Secondly,
and more importantly, engineering
got me out of America for the f irst
time. My f irst job was with a company
called GSl, in Sumatra, Indonesia-
and that travel opportunity
remade my whole worldview.

It seems you used to be a bit of
a libertarian. What happened?
Going to Asia happened, l'd been an
Ayn Rand fan :n college, but seeing
the brutality of Asian poverty, and
the rampaging rude imperialism we
young Americans brought down on
the local people, made me think
diflerently about power and privilege.

Many ofyour stories present
a darkly satirical picture of
American consumerism and
militarism. They're hilarious,
but also unsettling, and often
bleak, Yet you seem personally
very calm, happy, and well-
adjusted. How do you do it?
The relation of a person's art to his
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YEAR CF THE SHORTSTORY

Author of best book of the year reveals how he survived
the Colbert Report
BY li:.,;:i;i a4,:iit:: 1.26.1412:01 pm
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ith the myriad of things 2013 was the year of, we

might also add the year of the short story, in no

small part thank: to author

The award winning 'n'riter has been considered

one of American's great short story writers for decades, but the

literary fan favorite became a best-selling author and bit of a media darling in
2013 with the publication of his short story collectiory Tenth of December.

I recently spoke to Saunders before his visit to Houston for the i:-,,:ri:'r-r l.,r;:gi-r+rii

ii.;,'r:i;r;:,t'' t!.::t.:,.i)..;:r-..i::':rtoaskhimhowheputtogetheracollectionthatthe

'..(',,., /,;i:. 1-:;tr.:. fl,;;:,:.:;:-..called the best book we would read last year.

CultureMap; While your previous books have certainly been successes,

the publication of Tenth of December rnade 2013 a particularly good year
for you.

George Saunders: At times it was like being shot out of a cannon. I loved it. It
was a great year. You always w'orry about the opposite happening, your book
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will come out and nothing will occur and you'll be on a downward spiral, so it
was really great.

CM: There were several really good short stories collections out and of course
canadian short story writer Aiicr iMilrar* won the Nobel Prize for literature, so it
seems like 2013 was also a year when the short story earned some much deserved
respect.

GS: Ifs funny how the storyline kind of ebbs and flows. You'li hear the short story is rr
decline, but if you go tfuough and look at if it seems like every year there,s some great
book of short stories or four or five. It's like Cosmo vr,4ren they say "Green is back.,' Green

was always around.

CM: So the short story is the new black that never really went out of style?

GS: Yeah that's right. It must be partly also that the MFA programs are so power{r.:1 now
There're so many people interested in them, and you can teach the novel in an MFA
program but short story is easier to teach. I'm guessing there are a whole generation of
MFA students who really understand the story.

CM: When I look at a story collection, I wonder how important the order of the stories are within the book. Is that
something you craft as much as the individual stories themselves?

GS: This was a seven year project. You get somewhere around 200 pages, and also more importantly it feels like the aesthetic
assumption that I've been making throughout is coming to a close. You're done with a phase. At some point you finish all those
and you feel you have the right players. What I do is take a brmch of index cards, put the title of the story the fkst and last Lines

on them, and I get down on the floor and start moving things around, almost Like a Rubik's Cube. . .The goal is very simple that
u'hen someone starts it they'llbe powered tfuough to the end of it.

CM: I have a question about an analogy you made when you were on tt'e Calbert llettoyt last year, but before I ask, I
have to know, how do you prepare to be interviewed by the "stephen Colbert" persona?

GS: You don't. You tremble and shake.

Therds no pre-show preP, except they give you a little coaching about how to conceptualize the rhetoric of the show. They say
you should have two or three points you want to make and then come in and continue to hy to make them, in spite of the fact
you re getting your butt kicked. He's a master improviser. You can't beat him. He's so quic! you can't believe it.

The second time I was on there - both times I had a really good time - but the second

time I thought it went better. I remember thinking it was like being put in a cage with a

tiger and you think: Oh my god, I'm still alive. I must be pretty good. Then you look at the
tiger and know Otr, i'm alive because he let me live.

They did give me one bit of advice that made sense. You have to imagine that he,s a drunk
uncle who you rea1ly love that you're trying to explain it to him and he's not getting it.

CM: When that "drunk uncle" asked you to defend the short story over the novel,
you made the point that the short story was "genetically related to a ioke.,, Taking
that analogy further does that nake Tenth of December, or any story collection,
something like a stand up set?

GS: Yeah. I think that's absolutely right. For me that's a really great way to think of it.
What you're trying to do - just like in really great stand up like Carlin or Pryor or Louie

C.K. - within the framework of a comedy routine you're trying to hit all kinds of highs and lows, depths and shailovmess. \\4ren
you steP away from a short story collectiorp I think you could have a scale model of the universe. . .You might have some real
slap stick and you might have some deep pathos. So r,vhen the person steps away they might say, "Oh yeafu the universe feels

kind of like that." It's various and it's got highs and lows. It's got tragedy and schtick, so I think that's a pretty good analogy.

CM: One of the aspects of your stories I love is the inner thoughts of the characters. It feels like you have very
authentically mapped the cadence and language of our thoughts, especially. of the interior life of people living in the
21st century. But this made me wonder if you believe that we think differently than people did in the past, say even a
100 years ago.

GS: That's an intere-sting one because I'm working on something now that's set in the 1800s kind of in a silly way. But I have to
say nq because I thjnk it's the same as it evet was, in a certain way. I ihink people's basic thought pattems are always going to
be informed by a person's notion of his own centrality. So somebody walking through a 14th century market place is stil1 kind o{
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thinking: Me Me Me I would imagine. A lot of our thought pattems comes from that basic human dilemma that wdre the only
real person in the world, that everyone else is in our show.

I would imagine thougtu contradicting myself, that from time to time that would change. I think we live in an intensely
narcissistic culture, but I can imagine a culture that was maybe more commr:nal r,there those thoughts would be softened. But
basically I guess my premise is no. . . I thjnk we've always been lr,'hat we are.

TheGeorgeSaundersit:i;;i;i!r:'.i t;"1'6ttheAlleyTheatreonlan.2Tissoldout.Hewillgiaencrafttalktl.tatisfreenndopentothe

public at 2:30 p.m. on Monday, lan.27, at the UH Honors College Commons in the M. D. Anderson Library, L)niaersity of Houston
Central Cnmpus.
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Set mostly in small, fictional
Maine towns, Elizabeth Strout’s
novels mine extraordinary mo-
ments in otherwise ordinary
lives.

Her characters keep secrets.
They worry about their kids.
They fret about money. They
lose loved ones. And occasion-
ally, they find their way home.

Strout won a Pulitzer for “Ol-
ive Kitteridge,” a novel whose
bracing titular character was
revealed in 13 short stories. An
HBOminiseries based on the
book is in the works, starring
FrancesMcDormand, Richard
Jenkins and Bill Murray.

Strout, 58, will appear in
Houston on Feb. 24 as part of
Inprint’s Margarett Root Brown
Reading Series.

Q: You’ve written four
novels: “Amy and Isa-
belle” (1998), “AbideWith
Me”(2006), “Olive Kit-
teridge” (2008) and “The
Burgess Boys” (2013). What
is the constant in your body
of work?

A: I’ve always been inter-
ested in interiority, in the inner
lives of people juxtaposed with
the outer world they live in. As
a young person, that was al-
ways intriguing. From a young
age I lived in my head. I think
children do. I recognized that
the world in my head is differ-
ent than the world outside.

Q: You won a Pulitzer for
“Olive Kitteridge.” Does that
sort of attention ever affect
your work?

A:What bothered me was an
added sense of responsibility,
even more than I usually have.
I have a great sense of respon-
sibility to my reader. I want to
make sure I deliver something
worthwhile. Now I’ve got a lot
more readers because so many
people liked “Olive Kitteridge.”
It’s a great problem to have. But

it’s like anything. My next book
will be a book for them— or it
won’t.

Q: Compared to “The Bur-
gess Boys,” which at times
feels full to overflowing
with characters, “Amy and
Isabelle” is less crowded and
more intense. What were you
after in that first novel?

A: I had been circling that
story for many years in many
ways, taking the leap from be-

ing a short-story writer to real-
izing that I wanted and needed
to write a novel.What was
intriguing to me was the claus-
trophobic nature of the mother
and daughter, their relation-
ship. Of being stuck inside each
other’s heads. The horror and
deep love. Also, Isabelle was
dealing with class. She thought
she belonged to a different class
and for her to accept the women
she worked with, that cracked
the shell that encased her.

Q:Why does “The Burgess
Boys” open with a prologue?
Wemeet two characters, a
middle-aged daughter and
her mother, remembering
the Burgess boys, but we
never hear from them again.
Why open with them?

A: That probably occurred
halfway through the writ-
ing of the book. I never write

beginning to end. I was up to
my elbows in a big old mess.
I thought, “Ohman, what
am I going to do?” I’ve never
liked prologues. I used to tell
my students be careful if you
write a prologue. But we all get
back together with friends or
relatives later in life and say,
remember that woman? …And
that appealed to me. It’s like
saying to the reader: I’m going
to tell you this story. InMaine,
where I grew up, people don’t
talk about things that happen to
them. One high school reunion
I went to, the things people said
about what they lived through
were astonishing. I thought,
that’s New England, for you. In
the book, the town knows this
tragedy occurs but the town ab-
sorbed it — didn’t talk about it.

Q: Let’s talk about end-
ings. Howwould you char-

acterize the endings of your
books?

A: I consider myself a very
happy ender. And its something
I’ve worried about, that maybe
I have cheapenedmywork. But
I’ve realized it’s OK because
it’s not false. The endings come
organically; I don’t just stick a
happy ending on. As much as
I see the darkness in life, I’m
a real believer in (life). I’m a
celebratory person. I do believe
there is always hope and that
people can provide things for
each other.

Q: Youmean like Olive,
ending up —maybe —with a
boyfriend?

A:Olive earned it. She took
her hits. She deserves it, or a
chance at it. And the Burgess
siblings, they really slipped
around a bit. But they did all
eventually come together, tak-
ing care of each other at the end.

Q: In your introduction to
“The Best American Short
Stories 2013,” you write

Bringing out the inner lives of characters
Q&A With Elizabeth Strout

ByMaggie Galehouse

Author appearance
Elizabeth Strout appears 7:30
p.m. Feb. 24 at the Wortham
Theater Center, 501 Texas, as

part of Inprint’s Margarett Root
Brown Reading Series. General
admission tickets are $5; doors
open at 6:45 p.m. Information:

inprinthouston.org.

Elizabeth Strout
Courtesy photo

‘The Burgess Boys’
By Elizabeth Strout.

Random House, 336 pp., $26;
$15 paperback

Strout continues on H19
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about the authority of
a successful narrator.
Can you expand on
that?

A. Every writer has
a sound or a voice and
that voice is going to
be modulated to some
degree according to the
story he or she is writing.
You have to learn what
your voice is because
we’re taught at such a
young age to use false

voices. How often are we
told, “That’s not nice!”
or, “Don’t say that!” Now,
that’s not all bad or we’d
all be Olive. But it’s a
writer’s job to go back
and find the voice that
says what they and only
they can see.

Q: Olive Kitteridge
seems like such a
quintessential New
Englander. She is
brisk, determined,
capable, righteous and

impatient. She loves
hard and suffers no
fools. Did you worry
about how she would
play in other parts of
the country? If readers
in the South orWest
would get her?

A: She’s very much a
New Englander — but
she’s also a human. On
steroids. I didn’t think
about how she would
play. Actually, my instinct
was to protect her, but
then I’d think, no, don’t

protect her. Let her go.
Don’t hold back. My
job was to let her be an
outrageous person.

I have been amazed
howmany people have
said, “I’m Olive” or “I
really relate to her.” One
man told me his wife was
Olive Kitteridge andmy
mother askedme, “Is that
a compliment?”

Maggie Galehouse is the
Houston Chronicle books
editor.

Strout from page H13

“Failure” stars, clockwise from top, Brittany Halen,
Luis Galindo, Courtney D. Jones, Nina L. Garcia,
Michelle Elaine and Lex Laas, center.

Craig H. Hartley

‘Failure’ is a good option

last call

You’d think a playwright might be tempting
fate naming a play “Failure” — yet Philip
Dawkins’ fanciful fable, which premiered
to acclaim last season in Chicago, proves a
formidable success in its delightful Houston
premiere at Stages Repertory Theatre. This
weekend’s shows are your last chance to
experience the extravagant tall tale set in 1920s
Chicago. In wildly unpredictable fashion, it
chronicles the lives and abrupt deaths of the
three distinctive Fail sisters, daughters of
an immigrant clock-making couple, and the
dashing suitor who successively loves and loses
each of them. A serendipitous blend of whimsy,
romance, philosophy, tragedy and absurd
comedy, “Failure” reflects on the random nature
of life, love and death. As briskly directed by
Leslie Swackhamer and rousingly played by
Stages’ cast, the most refreshing aspect of the
whole enterprise is that it gets at something
profound by playful, seemingly spontaneous
means. 3 p.m. Sunday; Stages Repertory
Theatre, 3201 Allen Parkway; $19-$45; 713-527-
0123, stagestheatre.com.

Everett Evans
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M-F 10a - 6p  |  Sat 10a - 3p
713-988-2818

11500 S Sam Houston Pkwy West
microsearch.com

Houston’s largest
showroom offering

Canon, JVC, Ikan, Go-Pro
and much more!

Rent or Buy

Video Production
Camera • Audio • Lights

Open 6 Days a Week
Tues. - Sat. Games Start at 7:30p

Sunday Games Start at 2p

Corner of 43rd and Shepherd

familybingocenter.com 
713.692.4640

 Beer Pitchers

 on Saturdays

For 12 Cards 

(tues & fri)

Family

Center
$5
$1
$5,000+ Cash

given out nightly!

“I believe in freedom of speech. Your free-
dom of speech means that you can joke about 
anything you want. My freedom of speech 
means that I don’t have to laugh at it. Every-
one was so upset about being censored, about 
losing their freedom of speech. Forget 
 freedom of speech; they lost their minds.” 
8:30 p.m. Station Theater, 1230 Houston Ave-
nue. For information, visit  jamiekilstein.com. 
$18.  OLIVIA  FLOREs  ALVAREZ
 

MON 2/24
 ▼ LITERARY EVENTS

A MAINE EVENT 
Pulitzer Prize-winning author elizabeth strout, 
appearing at the Inprint Margarett Root Brown 
Reading Series, set her latest book, The Burgess 
Boys, in New York and Maine. The family drama 
is about two adult brothers who live in New 
York and their sister, who lives in Maine. The 

woman’s teenage son is accused of throwing a 
bloody pig head into a local mosque, and the 
brothers, both of whom are in the legal profes-
sion, come home to help with his defense. Strout 
has been touted as crafting a vivid portrayal of 
life in a small town in Maine, both the good and 
the bad. Not everyone has been exactly appre-
ciative of her efforts. 

“I went to this book club up in Maine, some 
church book club had me visit,” Strout tells us. 
“And they asked me, ‘Do you even like Maine? 
We’re not like this.’ I felt like saying, ‘[This char-
acter] is your sister. Don’t blame me.’ Oh, well, 
they weren’t my audience,” Strout laughs. 

“I don’t want to offend people, but at the 
same time, that doesn’t mean that places 
aren’t grim, and where [this character] lives, 
it’s grim. If you’re freezing cold all the time 
and you really can’t afford to heat your house, 
it affects you. Just to go outside means that 
you have to shovel off the car and de-ice ev-
erything. Your energy is going to become 
more focused on just trying to survive. That’s 
very real. Economic differences are some-
thing that we don’t talk about a lot in this 
country. We don’t really talk about the differ-
ences in your reality when you don’t have 

enough money to heat your house, as op-
posed to going to dinner parties in New York 
where there are Picassos on the wall.” 

Strout’s reading is followed by an onstage 
interview with Houston novelist Katherine 
Center and a book sale and signing. 7:30 p.m. 
Wortham Theater Center, 501 Texas. For 
 information, call 713-521-2026 or visit 
 inprinthouston.org. $5.  OLIVIA  FLOREs  ALVAREZ
 

 ▼ THEATER

A LEGACY Of WAR
A World War II foot soldier comes home to a 
working-class town in Pennsylvania and doesn’t 
feel like he belongs anymore. That’s the premise 
of Odyssey’s End, a special reading being staged 
by Stark Naked Theatre Company (and spon-
sored in part by the Houston Press). A group of 
actors will read the play, written 25 years ago by 
professor William S.E. Coleman. Coleman 
fought under Patton in World War II and came 
home to Pennsylvania, where he went on to be-
came a theater professor. In Odyssey’s End, the 

main character is named Jim Martin, 
who gets a hero’s welcome on his re-
turn, Stark Naked co-founder Phillip 
Lehl says. “He’s a hero who doesn’t feel 
he deserves to be a hero. It looks at 
post-traumatic stress disorder before it 
had a name. It is a semi-autobiographi-
cal work,” he says.

“We decided to do it because it is 
a play that was written by [Bill Cole-
man], Phillip’s mentor at Drake 
University. They have a long rela-
tionship. He saw it done at the uni-
versity and wanted to remount it 
after it had a rewrite,” says Kim To-
bin-Lehl, co-founder of Stark Na-
ked. Directed by Leslie Sinclair, the 
actors at the reading will be Phillip 
Lehl, Kim Tobin-Lehl, Joanna Hub-
bard, Matt Hune, James Belcher 
and Joe Kirkendahl. 7:30 p.m. 
Spring Street Studios, 1824 Spring. 
For information, call 832-866-6514 
or visit  starknakedtheatre.com. $5. 
 MARGARET DOWNING

TUE 2/25
 ▼ LITERARY EVENTS

HAPPY ENDINGS
In Evening Stars, the final book in best-selling 
romance novelist susan mallery’s Blackberry Is-
land trilogy, published by Harlequin, one char-
acter sees the island off the West Coast as a place 
of retreat, while another feels trapped by it. Mal-
lery, whose first two books in the series have sold 
more than 400,000 copies, will appear at Katy 
Budget Books on her publication date of Febru-
ary 25 for an afternoon luncheon, as well as for 
an evening book club event, which is open to all. 
Lots of her fans are expected to attend. 

Mallery, who lived in Houston in the early 
’90s and is now based in Seattle, says she was in 
line to become a CPA, even had a job offer with 
benefits while still in college, but she decided to 
try writing romance novels first (because she’d 
always really liked reading them) and gave her-
self two years to get going. She sold her first book 

within three months of graduation. “By the two-
year mark, I had sold seven books,” she says. She 
says she promises “a happy ending,” but her 
plots take a lot of different routes to get there. 
Unlike some other authors, Mallery, who main-
tains a Facebook page, says she welcomes the so-
cial media aspects of being a successful author. 
“Writing is really isolating. This way I get to be 
friends with 50,000 people and I don’t have to 
put on makeup,” she says. “After all these years 
of being by myself all day working, I finally get to 
be social, and I really like it a lot.”

In fact, she’s already got fans doing the 
“heavy lifting” by helping her name busi-
nesses around town in her upcoming series 
entitled Mischief Bay — “It’s much bigger 
[than Blackberry Island], so I’d be able to stay 
there a long time.” 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. discus-
sion, signing and lunch, 6 to 7 p.m. meet-and-
greet with the author, 7 p.m. reading and 
signing. 2450 Fry Road. For information, call 
281-578-7770 or visit  katybooks.com. Free. 
 MARGARET  DOWNING

WED 2/26
 ▼ THEATER

fOOL’S GOLD
In playwright and Pulitzer Prize-nominee 
Theresa Rebeck’s latest work, Fool, now 
headed for the Alley Theatre, the setting is a 
medieval kitchen in which she pits two court 
jesters against each other with potentially di-
sastrous consequences for one of them (the 
loser will be beheaded).  According to Alley 
Artistic Director Gregory Boyd:  “One of the 
things the play is, is a ‘comedy about comedy,’ 
as Theresa says. And the situation allows her 
to put the characters in a desperate situation, 
which I think is a way of making vivid the 
fears and anxieties of any performer, or artist 
— it’s always life and death for an artist, even 
if it’s not literal for most. Alongside that is an 
idea she is fascinated with in the play — how 
comedy can speak truth to power.  There’s 
something anarchic and wickedly spirited 
about comedy, and some rulers don’t always 
find that amusing.” Alley company members 
Jeffrey Bean (King) and Elizabeth Bunch 
(Joss) join with Joey Collins (in The Glass 
Menagerie with Jessica Lange on Broadway) 
and others in this world premiere. 7:30 p.m. 
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, 8 p.m. 
Fridays, 2:30 and 8 p.m. Saturdays, 2:30 and 
7:30 p.m. Sundays. Through March 16. 
615 Texas.  For information, call 713-220-5700 
or visit  alleytheatre.org. $26 to $65. 
 MARGARET  DOWNING

Night+Day listings are offered as a 
free service to Houston Press read-

ers and are subject to space restrictions. 
Submissions should be addressed to 
Night+Day Editor Olivia Flores Alvarez 
by e-mail (calendar@houstonpress.
com), phone (713-280-2483), fax (713-
280-2496) or mail (Houston Press, 2603 
La Branch, Houston TX 77004). Please 
include ZIP code with address. Continu-
ing items must be resubmitted monthly. 
Items must be received 21 days prior to 
each issue date. Search our complete 
listings online.

Elizabeth 
Strout 
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This book is a self-help book.
Its objective, as it says on the
cover, is to show you how to get
filthy rich in rising Asia. And
to do that it has to find you,
huddled, shivering, on the packed
earth under your mother’s cot
one cold, dewy morning. Your
anguish is the anguish of a boy
whose chocolate has been thrown
away, whose remote controls are
out of batteries, whose scooter is
busted, whose new sneakers have
been stolen. This is all the more
remarkable since you’ve never in
your life seen any of these things.

from “How to Get Filthy Rich in
Rising Asia,” byMohsin Hamid

Mohsin Hamid’s third novel,
just out in paperback, is a
scalding, hilarious and tender
satire of self-help books. “How
to Get Filthy Rich in Rising
Asia” follows the arc of one
life — through odd jobs and
education, businesses above-
board and below, marriage and
fatherhood and divorce, health
and then sickness and death.

This brisk 220-page march
through a life reminds readers,
on the one hand, of how brief
and globally insignificant any
life can be. On the other hand,
the featured “you” represents
each and every one of us, and so
it could not be more precious.

Hamid’s first novel, “Moth
Smoke,” features a downwardly
mobile ex-banker who falls
for his best friend’s wife. “The
Reluctant Fundamentalist,” his
second, a monologue told by
a Pakistani man who chased
success onWall Street, was
made into a film byMira Nair
in 2012.

A regular contributor to
Time, the NewYork Times
and other publications, Hamid
appears in Houston onMarch
24.

Q: You were born in
Pakistan, lived in California

as a child, attended college
and law school in the U.S.,
took up residence for awhile
in London, and now you’re
back living in Lahore,
Pakistan. Does this give your
writing a certain point of
view?

A: I think nowmy point of

view is that I can fit in in lots of
places and yet, inside myself,
feel like a bit of a foreigner
everywhere. ... When you’ve
lived out of the country for so
long, you can’t help but look at a
place as a foreigner.What I find
myself doing is trying to remind
people that the ideas we have

that Americans are like this or
Pakistanis are like that, aren’t
really true.When you look
at any group closely, it starts
breaking apart into individuals.
In Pakistan, people will ask,
“How do Americans respond
to your books?” There’s no
such thing as howAmericans
respond. There are more than
300million Americans, and
they all read in a different way.

Q: Do you find it easier
to write about a place when
you’re living somewhere
else?

A: That’s what happened
with my first two novels. I was
living in America on the East
Coast when I wrote “Moth
Smoke,” a novel about Pakistan.
My second novel, “The
Reluctant Fundamentalist,”
is about a Pakistani guy in
America. It was written while
living in the UK and Pakistan.
But “How to Get Filthy Rich
in Rising Asia,” which I
wrote in Pakistan, doesn’t
say where it is. Sometimes, I
think distance can be helpful
when writing about a place, so
I defamiliarized Pakistan. It
allowedme to look at the place
with fresh eyes, to be kind of
an expat while living at home.
Not having names for the cities
or the characters is, for me, a
way to touch on universal ideas.
In the novel there is the “you”
character and the “you” reading
the book and the writer, who
is “me.” In the end, all three of
those people start to appear on
the page.

Q: Is this a comment on
the writing process or on
reading?

A: I really feel that novels
aren’t entirely written by
writers. They’re a series of
prompts for readers to enter
their own land of make believe.

Q: Youmade a bold
formal decision in “How to

Get Filthy Rich in Rising
Asia,” modeling the text
after self-help books, with
chapter titles such as “Move
to the City” and “Work for
Yourself.”Why?

A: I guess the idea began
with the question, “Why do I
write novels?” I’m a 42-year-
old manwho sits by himself
in a room and writes. To do
this for hours and days and
weeks upon years, it must be
doing something for me. So
maybe the novel is self-help
for the writer. And then I
thought maybe fiction can help
readers. So it started off as
kind of a joke but, as I wrote, it
becamemore andmore sincere
and earnest. It’s interesting
that so many of our spiritual,
religious andmystical texts
have been stories. Christianity.
Buddhism. Hinduism. Islam.
So often, the way spiritual
ideas are conveyed is through
storytelling. That’s a kind of

Author seeks to connect with universal ideas
Q&A With Mohsin Hamid

ByMaggie Galehouse

‘How to Get Filthy
Rich in Rising Asia’

By Mohsin Hamid.
Penguin Group, 240 pp., $16

paperback.

Mohsin Hamid
Courtesy photo

Hamid continues on H16
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self-help also. So I wanted
to write a novel that
wasn’t religious per se
but is trying to address
these spiritual themes.
Part of the reason I think
that’s important is that all
over the world, instead of

traditional ways of coping
with change, people are
getting more andmore
uncomfortable. It’s a
global spiritual crisis if
you’re religious and a
global mental health crisis
if you’re not. A young
Pakistani kid puts on a
vest and blows himself

up in a shopping mall or
a young American kids
picks up a gun and shoots
kids in a school.

Q: In Pakistan, do
you live with your
extended family?

A:Yes. Downstairs
in the same house are

my parents. Upstairs,
my wife and I and
our two children. My
daughter turned 5
this past summer, and
my son turns 2 next
month. So there are
three generations, two
of each. I grew up in a
tri-generational mode
and there’s a time in life
when it works really well.
Living tri-generationally
again and seeing the full
arc of life was a big part of
why I wrote this book.

Q: You have a law
degree fromHarvard.
What’s up with that?
Was law your Plan B?

A: It wasn’t Plan B. It
was Plan A and writing
was Plan B. I didn’t know
anybody whomade a
living writing books. In
Pakistan, in particular,
there are so many groups
that don’t have adequate
legal protection. I thought

getting into constitutional
lawwould be a good idea.
Then I discovered I didn’t
really love the law. I didn’t
like the adversarial system
of arguing two positions.
So I never practiced,
but I did graduate with
$100,000 of debt!

Q: You enjoy
television, I’ve read.
What do you watch?

A:Mywife and I watch
TV together.We’re huge
fans of “Game of Thrones”
and “Girls.” And “Mad
Men” and “Breaking Bad.”
We’re pretty omnivorous.

Q: In a recent New
York Times column,
you wrote: “... to read
a novel is to engage in
probably the second-
largest single act of
pleasure-based data
transfer that can
take place between
two human beings,

exceeded only by sex.”
Can you elaborate a bit?

A:A novel is the only
time a human being will
take another human’s
thoughts into the place
where they keep their
own thoughts. You sit in
solitude and allow others
to sit inside you for hours.
That’s a remarkably
intimate encounter. You
have cinema, of course,
but that’s a visual product
that represents many
people’s efforts.

Q:When you read,
what is it you hope to
get from a book?

A: I want to encounter
another consciousness,
another person’s way of
thinking. And I want it
to provoke me. In telling
the story I want writers to
reveal themselves… The
nicest thing I’ve had any
filmmaker say to me is,
“Your books are almost
impossible to adapt for
the screen.” Yes. Exactly.
Because they’re books.

maggie.galehouse@chron.
com

Hamid from page H14
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BEST-SELLERS
Fiction

1. Words of Radiance:
By Brandon Sanderson.
The second book of the
Stormlight Archive fantasy
epic, set in the world of
Roshar.
2. The Bootlegger: By
Clive Cussler and Justin
Scott. Early-20th-century
detective Isaac Bell
tracks a wide-ranging
international criminal
enterprise.
3. The Goldfinch: By
Donna Tartt. A painting
smuggled out of the
Metropolitan Museum
of Art after a bombing
becomes a boy’s prize, guilt
and burden.
4. The Invention of
Wings: By Sue Monk Kidd.
A wealthy Charleston, S.C.,
girl, Sarah Grimké, who
will grow up to become a
prominent abolitionist, is
given a slave for her 11th

birthday.
5. Private L.A.: By James
Patterson and Mark
Sullivan. Jack Morgan and
Justine Smith search for
a celebrity couple who
disappear from their
luxurious ranch.
6. The Chase: By Janet
Evanovich and Lee
Goldberg. Nicolas Fox

and Kate O’Hare team up
to steal back a Chinese
artifact taken from the
Smithsonian.
7. Bone Deep: By Randy
Wayne White. Doc Ford
and his friend Tomlinson
search for stolen Indian
relics.
8. Concealed in Death:
By J.D. Robb. Lt. Eve Dallas
is on the case when the
demolition of a building
that once sheltered
troubled teenagers reveals
skeletons hidden in the
walls; by Nora Roberts,
writing pseudonymously.
9. Still Life With Bread
Crumbs: By Anna
Quindlen. An aging
photographer rents a rural
cottage and discovers
sparks of creativity and
desire.
10. Sycamore Row: By
John Grisham. A sequel,
about race and inheritance,
to “A Time to Kill.”

Nonfiction

1. Uganda Be Kidding Me:
By Chelsea Handler. Hu-
morous travel stories.
2. The Future of the Mind:
By Michio Kaku. A theo-
retical physicist examines
research at the intersec-
tion of neuroscience and
physics that points to the
day when science has
a complete map of the
brain, making telepathy,
mind-controlled robots
and uploading memories
possible.
3. Killing Jesus: By Bill
O’Reilly and Martin Dugard.
The host of “The O’Reilly
Factor” recounts the events
leading up to Jesus’ execu-
tion.
4. Unbroken: By Laura
Hillenbrand. An Olympic
runner’s story of survival as
a prisoner of the Japanese
in World War II when his
plane goes down over the

Pacific.
5. David and Goliath: By
Malcolm Gladwell. How
disadvantages can work in
our favor; from the author
of “The Tipping Point” and
“Outliers.”
6. Things That Matter:
By Charles Krauthammer.
Three decades’ worth of
essays from the conserva-

tive columnist.
7. Lean In: By Sheryl Sand-
berg with Nell Scovell. The
chief operating officer of
Facebook urges women to
pursue their careers with-
out ambivalence.
8. Duty: By Robert M.
Gates. The former defense
secretary recounts his ex-
perience serving Presidents
George W. Bush and Barack
Obama during the wars in
Iraq and Afghanistan.
9. The Sixth Extinction: By
Elizabeth Kolbert. The New
Yorker writer examines the
role of man-made influenc-
es in causing the planet’s
current spasm of plant and
animal loss.
10. I Am Malala: By Malala
Yousafzai with Christina
Lamb. A Pakistani girl who
advocated for women’s
education was shot by the
Taliban.

New York Times

COMING
TUESDAY
In Bookish, Maggie
Galehouse talks to
the author behind
ABC’s new series,
“Resurrection.”

BOOK EXCERPT
Daniel Alarcón will discuss “At NightWeWalk in Circles,” andMohsin Hamid will
discuss “How To Get Filthy Rich in Rising Asia,” followed by an on-stage interview
and book-signing, as part of the Inprint Margarett Root Brown Reading Series. Event
begins 7:30 p.m. Monday, Stude Concert Hall, Rice University, entrance 18 off of Rice
Boulevard. $5. Doors open 6:45 p.m. Information: inprinthouston.org.

“During the war —which Nelson’s father called the anxious
years— a few radical students at the Conservatory founded
a theater company. They read the French surrealists, and

improvised adaptations of Quechua myths;
they smoked cheap tobacco, and sang protest
songs with vulgar lyrics. They laughed in
public as if it were a political act, baring their
teeth and frightening children. Their ranks
were drawn, broadly speaking, from the
following overlapping circles of youth: the
longhairs, the working class, the sex-crazed,
the poseurs, the provincials, the alcoholics,

the emotionally needy, the rabble-rousers, the opportunists, the
punks, the hangers-on, and the obsessed.”

from “At NightWeWalk in Circles,” by Daniel Alarcón Daniel Alarcón
Courtesy photo
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surged in the past decade, does the novel still have its own unique qualities to give to
readers?

For Hamid the answer is a definite yes, and it all comes from the one-on-one, very intimate
relationship between writer and reader.

"I think the fundamental difference @etween the novel and television) is that the novel
operates at the level of thought," explained Mohsin. "Those words are though! therefore,

the novel remains a way for one human being to contain the thoughts of another human
being. That connection and the need for that connection will aiwavs be there.',

Mohsin gives tribute to our new golden age of televisior; not just in the U.S but across the
globe, as a very powerful form of storytelling, but for him the novel goes beyond storytelling.

"There's value when one human being encounters another human is this incredibly intimate form. I think thays what the novel
can do better than any other form and will continue to do," he said.

The relationship between you and the author

This intimacy between the writer and reader is obviously something that Hamid was thinking much on during the creation of his
Iatest acclaimed novelHozu to Get Filthy Rich in Rising Asla. The book is framed as a self-help book where an authoritative
narrator advises and obseryes a nameless "You" throughout the book in You's quest to go from a sickly child shivering under his
mother's bed in a nameless village to becorning the multi-millionaire king of bottled water in a nameless rising Asian counky.

this is what novels shou-ld do, "blur"

As the book progresses, something strange happens within the relationship between
narlator, author, character and reader, as it becomes difficr:lt to knowu,*rere one ends and
the other begins.

"There are times in the novel where the book actually speaks fuom me the person actually
writing the book, not a narrator, not a character, but a human being writing the book,,,
derribed Hamid when I asked about the relationship between the you character, the
narrator, and the reader. "That kind of moment for me is at the heart of what the book is
about. Trying to create that sort of bridge between writer and reader, between reader and
character, between writer and character, that kind of bluring was very important to me."

As the reader becomes submerged in You s struggles, failwes, loves and losses, the
distinctions between character, reader, and narrator become less certain. yet for Hamid,

that line between the living writer and reader and the imagined characters.

A nameless city, a timeless present

Hamid continues that blurring intimacy in two other ways in the book. How to Get Filthy Rich in Rising Asia contains ahnost no
names of people or places and 70 years pass in the life of You while the reader remains always "in the present moment" and in
the technology of the first two decades of this cenfury. Consequently, the novel seems to always be set in the reader,s city and
present.

Hamids current hometor.u-r of Lahore, Pakistan (at times in his life he's also called Califomia, Londor; and New york home)
serves as the template for the novel's setting, and there are certain qualities it possess tl-rat seem specifically Asian. However by
giving the ciiy no name even as it pulses, grows and changes throughout the novel, Hamid makes any and every real sprawling
city in the world into You's city, again bringing the reader closer into the novel which could easily be set in their city, whether
Mexico City or Shanghai.

"I wanted to assert the view that any place can be central," Hamid explained. And evm the advice tlre book dispenses to become
filthy rich could almost work anywhere w;here capitalism reigns. "It very easily could be set in Africa or Latin America and
possibly in parts of the United States."

The city cou-ld almost even be Houston. Though he's traveled to Texas in the past, Hamid has never been herg but is looking
forward to the visit because old friends have settled here and because "Houston symbolized - at least to somebody coming fr.om
abroad - symbol2es a certain vision of what an American city can be."

Molrcin Hamid slnres the Stud.e Concert HalI stage at Rice lJniuersity with nouelist Daniel Alarmn on Monday, March 24 at 7:30
p.m.'i-;:kri. itr:'i5 for general admission.
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